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Let's see how your best stacks up.
Put your top financial executive on a pedestal! For the sixth consecutive year, AOC —
financial staffing and recruiting specialists — and the Institute of Management Accountants (IMA),
have joined forces to honor the outstanding performance and accomplishments
of financial executives. Up to 24 winners will receive:

aoP;

• A beautiful crystal award engraved with their name
and presented at a special function held in their honor
• Significant national exposure via a major advertising
and PR campaign conducted by AOC
• An official, framed proclamation certificate from the IMA
• A complimentary two -year membership to the IMA
• A gourmet gift basket delivered to their place of business

To nominate a financ ial e xecutive, go to www. aocne t.com /financialexec
or call 800 -327 -1117, ext. 297. Don't wait! Nominations must be in by November 30th, 2001!
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9 need fixed asset software but . . .

No Problem',

Now get all of the benefits of Next Dimension'sfixed asset management solutions —
open timeline, great wizards, and flexible reporting —in the operating environment
you prefer. Enjoy the benefits. Enjoy the choices.

■ ND.desktop

■ ND.server

■ ND.desktoppro

■ ND.web

For free demos, prices, and information on program features, training, data conversion
services, and more, visit www.BNAnextdimension.com or call BNA Customer
Relations 1- 800-372 -1033 today!

BNASOIiWARE
® 2001 BNA Software, a division of Tax Management Inc.
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22NewRoleforCFOsintheFinancialServicesIndustry By

JOHN C A L N A N, CPA

Improving shareholder value and ROI are still major responsibilities, but the CFO also must focus on building
robust client relationships to help the financial institution thrive in a volatile market. 0

28CapitalOne'sDavidWilley:InternetSuccess BY M A R L E N E

PITURRO

"What's in your wallet ?" It had better be a Capital One credit card. Thanks to the efforts of the CFO and its team
of professionals, this large holding company learned to manage "the click stream;' surviving the Net meltdown and
achieving 29% growth in net income in 2000. 0

33 The Real-OptionsApproachtoCapitalAlocation

By Tom C O P E L A N D
The traditional net present value method tends to undervalue potential projects. Real- options analysis, on the
other hand, gives companies flexibility to expand, extend, contract, abandon, or defer a project. 0

38ABanker'sPerspectiveonWorkingCapitalandCashFlowManagement
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practices, inventory control, and trade credit practices.

Articles m eet CPE requirem ents for:
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NASBA and IMA/CMA /CFM

For information on earning CPE by reading Strategic Finance, visit the IMA w ebsite, www.imanet.org, or c ontac t Harriet Mos k ow itz at (800) 638-

4427 or by e-m ail at hmoskowitz @imanet.ore. To order quarterly quizzes, c all Peggy Nubile at (800) 63&4427, or e-mail her at orders @imanet.or¢.
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Efficient management of working capital requires improving collection
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Authorization to photocopy Strategic Finance. items for Internal or personal use, or the internal or personal use of specific clients, Is granted by the IMA to libraries and other
users registered with the Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) Transactional Reporting Service, provided that the base fee of $3.00 per copy, plus 304 per page, is paid directly to
CCC, 222 Rosewood Drive, Danvers, MA 01923. (www.coovright.com) ISSN 1524 -833X, $3.00 + 304.
Quantity reprints of any article in Strategic Finance or back issues (subject to availability) may be obtained from IMA, Circulation Department, 10 Paragon Drive,
Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760, or call Alice Schulman at (800) 6384427. E -mail: infoOstrategicfin ncemag.com.
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Change.

Retirement and pension reforms are designed to

XBRL65

encourage more retirement savings and provide

XBRL: not just for financial statements anymore.
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of plans. 0
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Time to unplug the Internet? Try these alternate
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We fix it.
manage it.
collect it.
attack it.
recapture it.
resolve it.
reconcile it.
automate it.
staff it.

Why accept industry benchmarks for
"acceptable" deductions and dilution?
Outsource to Creditek — and we'll recover a
significantly higher percentage, turning lost
profit into found money. Incrementalp rofit.
Our dispute and deduction management
experts employ best practices and powerful
technology to gain you the competitive
advantage over companies who take the
industry status quo for granted.
Because we identify root causes of your
current deductions /dilution problems,
you'll be able to correct procedures and
eliminate unnecessary write -offs long term.

You profit from it.

Since 1982 we've recaptured hundreds of
millions of dollars in lost profits for over
loon Fortune class and smaller companies.
To learn how we can add to your profits,
call us today at 1 800 216 -4000, ext. 358•
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Moving more profit to your bottom line.
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The CFM: An Opportunity to Excel

Perspectives

I by Bob Bell, CMA, CPA

Continuous learning in business is a requirement to keep up with the market
changes. Many times, people within finance functions do not feel the winds of
change as quickly as those in sales or design. Yet change offers a great advantage to
those who have prepared.
and organizational goals and behavioral issues in develI encourage you to seek the Certified in Financial Manwill
oping and reporting on plans.
agement (CFM) designation. It
position you as a more
Part 4: Decision Analysis and Information Systems —
qualified person when change shakes your organization.
In -depth testing of decision theory and operational and
Take a moment and look at this four -part exam that
investment decision analysis. Requires a medium -level
leads to certification.
understanding of quantitative decision analysis methods,
Part 1: Economics, Finance and Management—An inthe nature of accounting and management information
depth testing of working capital policy and tools to meassystems, and various management controls responsibiliure its success. Requires a medium -level understanding of
ties, including internal audits.
microeconomics, international business administration,
The CFM is broad, and, in certain areas, it is deep. It
long -term finance and optimum capital structures, the
offers a first -rate certification to those who
nature of organizational decision making, and
have not traveled the accounting core career
the related communication and management
path.
involved. A working knowledge /understandIf the A (Accounting) in various accounting
ing of macroeconomics and domestic busicertifications
is not for you, the CFM is your
ness laws is also tested.
certification.
Part 2: Corporate Financial Manage Maintaining high ethical standards is part of
ment—An in -depth testing of risk managethe CFM. Your adherence to the IMA code of
ment and capital investments for long -term
professional ethics allows your company to see
financing, along with their various attributes
you differently. A major part of your value is to
of rates, dividends, banking relationships, and
BOB BELL
become the trusted and ethical part of the ordiverse business structures. Requires a mediganization. You become a judge of half - truths and seek to
um level of understanding of the use of financial statefind facts to support the company's real circumstances.
ments and a general knowledge of investor and shareCFM will identify you as ahead of the group with
holder relations and their applicable laws, including the
similar educational degrees. In today's world of change,
accounting standards - setting arena in today's business
it is better to be prepared years too early than one day
world.
too late.
Part 3: Management Reporting, Analysis, and BehavCFM is an opportunity for the 21st Century! ■
ioral Issues—In -depth testing in the areas of cost measurement, planning, control, and performance evaluation.
Bob Bell can be contacted by e-mail at bobQajainshine.com.
Requires a medium level of understanding of managerial
Oct o b er 2 0 0 1
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Careers

By Max Messmer, Editor

Leading Your Team Through Change
Change is a normal part of business. Every day, companies make decisions to reorganize, add new products or services, acquire other firms, downsize, or make other shifts in their strategy. As a manager, you're responsible for leading your team
through periods of transition. The way you do so can make all the difference in
keeping them motivated.

I

Plan, Follow Through,
Communicate
Even when confronted with

fairly minor changes in the status quo, make sure you've anticipated how employees may
react. Say, for example, you're
planning a financial systems con\
version. Before the conversion takes
place, you will need to let your staff
know when and why the new system
is being installed and how it will impact their jobs. You
must also plan to provide adequate training on the new
system and have someone available to troubleshoot once
it's up and running. If change occurs without warning or
explanation, your staff will resent being left out of the
loop and may be cynical about future endeavors.
Communication should always be the first priority
8
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when introducing a new initiative. When employees are
given insufficient information, they will create their own
scenarios about what's happening. For instance, perhaps
has plans to merge
:ern and central re)nal offices under the
-ir

Regardless of the circumstances, employees will react
to change in very different ways. Some people adapt
quickly, while others are more apprehensive about accepting new situations. By adjusting your management style accordingly, you can help
ensure the move is a smooth one
1
for everyone.

same reporting structure at the end of
the month. You

O
/

may recognize
that the new relationship between the teams
will help your

company operate
)re efficiently. But if
Iployees aren't kept iny may assume the
worst —that their jobs are at risk.
To avoid this type of miscommunication, encourage
discussion among your team members. Consider holding a department meeting to answer any questions. If
the issue involves the entire company, you may want to
have an executive attend to address specific concerns.
Ask a few questions of your own to help get the discussion started.

Bob
Collections /Credit Dept.

ac� oun

1h6

Specialized Financial Staffing•

Howdoyousavemoneyand
improveemployeemorale?

7

CloneBobfrom
Accountemps

Bob
Payroll Manager

account.

Match workforce to workload without hiring

Specialized Financial Staffing-

or firing a single employee. Accountemps strategic
Just -in -Time staffing gives you a reserve of highly - skilled

Bob

professionalstoaugment yourcorestaff. Unexpected

� yAccountsReceivable

project deadlines?System conversions?Don'tstaff up,
call�us�—to�keep�productivityandmorale high.
Staff Expenses
Recruiting
Training
Benefits
Severance

Full -Time

Accountemps

(Fixed Cost)

(Variable Cost)

Significant
High andongoing
Highand ongoing
Significant

$0
$0
$0
$0

� ane
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_
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Bob
Financial Analyst

We have a powerful reserve of quality- assured "Bobs:'
ready to ace all your financial work. And help prevent

Spe"

,

staff attrition by reducing the overwork and
nancial Staffing.

unnecessarystressthatdrivegoodemployeesaway.
Call the leader inspecialized financial staffing today or
visit usonline, Withmorethan 330 officesworldwide,
we'll help you reduce the costsof cyclical hiring and
layoffs. Andkeepyourpermanentstaff happy.
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Bob
TaxAccountant

M
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Specialized Financial Staffing"
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When appropriate, solicit the
feedback of employees before planning a major change. They may be
able to offer a fresh perspective and
creative solutions to current business
challenges.

Accentuate the Positive
Be sure to emphasize both positive
and negative consequences of situations. The more candid you are at
the outset, the more your employees will trust you. For example, if
your company is going through a
merger and job losses are a reality,
be open. But also stress the positive
aspects the transition will bring,
such as improved training opportunities or access to a more up -todate financial software system. Also
make sure your employees understand the business justification for

the decision so they can see the
larger picture.

Remain Focused
As a manager, your job during a
time of transition is to not only keep
employee morale high but also to
make sure everyday responsibilities
are being met. Even when there's a
significant change under way, financial reports need to be analyzed, invoices have to be processed, and
month -end closes need to be completed. Be sensitive to the current situation, but remind your team about
the importance of meeting existing
deadlines.
If recent developments have increased workloads in your department or left you understaffed, consider bringing in temporary
professionals to help. By providing

Financial Forecasts
& Budgets
PFP Provi des T he Flexibil it y, Power
and P res ent at i on Q ual i t y N eeded
To Tame Your Toughes t Projects
Pro- formas for Professionals is a
flexible, fully- integrated, easy -to -use
model, designed to help you prepare
complete financial forecasts and
budgets within a very short
timeframe.
Runs in Excel. All formulas are included
and all commands have been automated
Free telephone support - forever.

Standard
Plus
Modula

$399
$599
$899

P

The financial

forecasting in
r

"A real winner"
— The Bottom Line

Income
Cost of

Balance Sheets
Ratio Analysis

Overhead Schedule
Overhead Analysis

Sales Analysis
Cash Flow Schedule

Pendock Mallorn ltd.
245 8th Ave., #340, NY 10011

(800)567 -4500
www.pendock.com
10
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additional support, you help your
staff stay focused while avoiding
burnout.

changes In
Financial Position

Bank Credit Line
Letters of Credit

VarlawsuAneiysis
Consolidations
Fixed Asset Budget

Business Valuations

Disc
Cash

Take a Break
Change can be stressful for both you
and your employees —which makes
it critical to find ways to make the
work environment more enjoyable.
Simple activities, such as taking your
department out to a movie, arranging a potluck, or taking a minute to
publicly thank an employee for a job
well done, are just a few ideas. Also
encourage your team members to
take lunch breaks —and set the example by doing so yourself. Taking
time to relax and recharge can mitigate stress and actually increase productivity throughout the day.
Leading your team through
change can seem like a daunting task
at times. But by keeping your employees informed, welcoming their
feedback, and finding ways to alleviate stress, you can ensure that any
transition proceeds smoothly. In the
end, you'll have expanded your management abilities and helped your
team to embrace new opportunities
for success. ■
Max Messmer is chairman and CEO
of Robert Half International Inc.
(RHI), parent company of Robert
Half"', Accountenips®, and RHI
Management Resources ®. RHI is the
world's first and largest specialized
staffing firm placing accounting and
finance professionals on a full -time,
temporary, and project basis. Mess mer's most recent books are Managing Your Career For Dummies®
(Hungry Minds, Inc.), Job Hunting
For Dummies ®, 2nd Edition (Hungry Minds, Inc.), Human Resources
Kit For Dummies® (Hungry Minds,
Inc.), and The Fast Forward MBA
in Hiring (John Wiley & Sons, Inc.).

Anthony R Curatola, Editor

I Taxes

New Revenue Procedures On Leveraged Leases
THE IRS RECENTLY ISSUED NEW GUIDELINES
that it will apply for advance ruling purposes on determining whether a leveraged leases transaction can be
viewed as a lease or purchase /sale for tax purposes. These
new Revenue Procedures, 2001 -28 and 2001 -29,can have

the lessee or related party.
The lessor is required to show that at least 20% of the
original property cost is a reasonable estimate of the fair
value of the property at the end of the lease. Additionally,

far - reaching effects on lessors [2001 -19 I.R.B. 1156; and

the lessee cannot have a contractual right to purchase the
property below its fair value at the time of exercise of the

2001 -19 I.R.B. 11601. If all the guidelines set forth are

right. Furthermore, the lessee can provide no part of the

met, the IRS will issue an advanced ruling on the trans-

cost of the property or its improvements, unless the im-

action. In essence, this is a revision of its long - standing

provement is severable from the property itself. However,

"safe harbor" provisions included in Revenue Procedures

the lessee may furnish nonseverable improvements to

75 -21, 75 -28, and 79 -48. The most substantial change in

comply with safety or environmental standards, or it may

the new procedures involves "limited -use" property.

do so if the improvement does not exceed 10% of the

The new procedures address lease versus sale contracts

property cost. Also, the nonseverable improvement

in leveraged leases. For guidance relative to sale versus

must not lead to limited usage for the property

lease contracts, the practitioner should look to Rev. Rul.

or represent an equity investment by the les-

55 -540 [1955 -2 C.B. 39]. In that Rev. Rul., absent compelling factors to the contrary, a conditional purchase
(and thereby sale) is implied if the lessee acquires title or
an equity interest through the lease payments or if the
payments represent a substantial percentage of the fair
value of the leased property. Other factors reflecting a
purchase in Rev. Rul. 55 -540 include contracts that indicate a substantial premium paid in the form of lease
payments and /or a bargain purchase option.

ATI

LESSOR REQUIREMENTS. Rev. Proc. 2001 -28

requires the lessor to possess at least a 20% unconditional, at -risk investment in the property from the beginning to the end of the lease term. The minimum investment includes only the consideration paid and personal liability incurred by the lessor in acquiring the
property. "Unconditional" means that the lessor can't
receive a return of any portion of this investment from

see. The lessor should not be required to purchase back
the improvement for its cost or fair value. In any case, ordinary repairs and maintenance are not improvements.
The lease term includes all renewal or extension periods
that represent "bargain" renewals. Also, no member of the
lessee group may have a contractual right for a "bargain"
purchase at any time during the lease term.
Oct o b er 2 0 0 1
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Additional provisions of Rev.
Proc. 2001 -28 include:
* If the property cost to the lessor
exceeds the cost underlying the lease,
rent adjustments are acceptable.
• The lessee cannot lend to the
lessor any funds in connection with
the acquisition of the property or
guarantee the lessor's indebtedness.
* The lessor has to establish that
it anticipates an income from the
transaction, apart from its tax benefits. That anticipation is evident if
the total to be paid by the lessee to
the lessor, plus the residual investment, exceeds the total payments by
the lessor for the property ownership and the lessor's equity interest
in the property.
The lessor has to demonstrate that
it hasn't transferred the property to
the lessee for substantially most of
the useful life of the property. If the
property is "limited use," then the
lease would imply that the property
has indeed been transferred for most
of its useful life. Certain types of
property aren't considered by the
IRS to be of "limited use," and several examples of such property are given in Rev. Proc. 2001 -28.
LIMITED -USE PROPERTY. Rev.
Proc. 2001 -29 requires specific infor-

mation about the lease from the lessor, lessee, and any other interested
party in order to secure a ruling
from the IRS. In particular, information is requested to determine
whether the leased property is "limited use," and whether there is an element of profit. All parties must join
in the ruling request. If the property
is of a nature where it can be considered "limited use," its commercial viability has to be recognized by specifying the intended usage of the
property after the lease term expires
and by indicating whether the prop12
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erty has to be dismantled before it is
returned to the lessor and, if so, how
the dismantling could affect the value of the property. If the property is
determined to be "limited use," the
IRS will not issue an advance ruling.
The specific information called
for in Rev. Proc. 2001 -29 includes
the following items:
• Copies of documents used to
encourage the lessor to invest,
• A description of the nature of
the property,
• The relationships among the
parties involved,
• The flow of funds in the
transaction,
• When the property will be put
in service,
• A detailed analysis of the minimum unconditional, at -risk
investment,
• The lease period and renewal
options,
• Whether the lessee may be required to provide for the cost of the
property,
• Whether the lessee will guarantee a liability incurred by the lessor,
• Whether the property is expected to be useful to the lessor by the
end of the lease term and, if so, to
demonstrate the commercial feasibility of the property,
• Details of the debt service to be
paid by the lessor for the property, and
• All provisions in the lease regarding indemnities, termination,
obsolescence, casualty, insurance.
Leveraged leases represent complex transactions. It's important for
taxpayers to obtain an advance ruling to determine which party will be
treated as the owner of the property.
The overall intent of the new Procedures appears to be an assurance
that the transfer is not for substantially the entire useful life of the asset. A profit element, a positive cash

flow, and the commercial feasibility
of the residual value must all be
demonstrated. For a lessor to ensure
lease treatment in a leveraged lease
transaction, the implications of the
new Revenue Procedures are clear:
• The lessor must maintain a 2 0 %
at -risk investment in the property
over the entire lease term. The initial
investment and residual value must
be at least 2 0 % of the original cost.
• There must be a profit motive
for the transaction apart from the
tax benefits. The profit motive must
be demonstrated.
• If the leased property is "limited
use," the IRS will not issue an advance ruling. Thus, taxpayers must
ensure the economic viability of the
property's residual value.
Leasing programs have become big
business. The new Revenue Procedures recognize the complexity inherent in typical lease transactions by expanding the information required and
focusing on the profit element and
residual value. If the motivation is
primarily tax avoidance (the agreement itself lacks economic substance),
and if the terms differ substantially
from the tests and presentations of
the new Revenue Procedures, the IRS
may very well recast the transaction
upon audit and expose the "lessor" to
significant tax liability. ■
Robert Bloom, Ph.D., is a professor of
accountancy at the Boler School of
Business, John Carroll University,
University Heights, Ohio. He can be
reached at (216) 397 -4471 or
rbloom @icu.edu.
William J. Cenker, CPA, Ph.D., is the
chair of accountancy and KPMG
Professor at Boler School ofBusiness,
John Carroll University, University
Heights, Ohio. He can be reached at
(216) 397 -4299 or wcenker @jcu.edu.

Bob Gunn, Editor

Best Practices

Change
THE SAGES SAY THAT NOTHING ENDURES
but change. That is certainly true in the natural world —
seasons change, continents move, and galaxies form, collide, and die. I once saw a time -lapse movie of Cape
Cod's shoreline over the past 500 years and was astonished at how rapidly the coast grew, shrank, and shifted
as the tides moved the sand. It proved to me the folly of
ever building your dream house on a beach!
People change, too. Are you the
same person today that you were 20
years, two months, or even two minutes ago? Reflecting on my youth
gives me vivid flashbacks of certain
events, but I can scarcely recall what
it felt like to be "me:' Who is that
child shown in school photos and
home movies or captured by treasured term papers?
Those days seem as remote and
distant as my imaginings of the future
did when 1 was young. Am I merely
making some of these memories up,
or did they really happen to me?
We continually adapt, learn, adjust,
transform, and modify the tenor of
our lives, day to day, moment to moment. Pause for a moment and think of the "change" that you have made since
waking up this morning. I'll bet you changed your mind
at least a half dozen times, perhaps more. I know that I
changed my mind about just having fruit for breakfast
and ate the muffin that the flight attendant offered.
The fact is, we change as our thoughts change. We resist
change only when we're stuck in repetitive thought patterns. Hanging onto the past is one way to characterize it.

For example, I used to worry a lot. Worry was so pervasive in my life that I worried about not worrying
enough! I dissected the past and despaired of the future.
Then one day I had a "new" thought. I literally noticed
that I worried. And at that moment I began to change —I
saw how omnipresent the sense of "chewing my cud" was
and realized how much it was distracting me from being
fully present and engaged in life. I became enraptured by
the joy of living moment to moment.
Once I stopped worrying so much, I
began to recognize other thought
"habits." Those, too, began dropping out
of my life. For example, I prided myself
on being busy —to the point where my
life was moving so fast that it felt incredibly stressful and out of control. I typically spent the first three or four days of vacations in a deep vegetative state as my
body recovered from the pace at which
my mind was driving it.
So, I changed by acting on the
thoughts that felt good and ignoring the
ones that felt bad. As I did so, I began
taking much better care of myself physically and approaching my work in the
simplest and most straightforward way. It shocked me how
much my effectiveness improved, my output increased,
and my delight in working deepened.
Inside, it just felt good and didn't seem that hard. I was
doing what felt right and gave me a positive, rather than
negative, outlook on life.
I was also learning about myself, others, and the world
around me. Being alive seemed more beautiful and so
profoundly simple. People took on an aura of innocence.
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It was hard not to feel warmth toward even those folks who were being "difficult" (and I live in New
York).
In other words, I changed. These
changes may have been more apparent to others than to me— several
colleagues and family members
commented on them. This actually
surprised me. I initially found it interesting that they noticed. Later it
was something of a revelation that
they were so matter of fact about my
conduct when it had been completely invisible to me.
This is the way change often happens. The new behavior looks completely obvious to others but remains
hidden to the actors. Inside you may
feel different, but in one important
sense nothing has changed. This is
the truth that lies behind life itself.
Looking back on this period, I
would say that I was learning how to

create a life using my own, original
thoughts. This is the birthright of
each of us—to use our capacity to
create our lives from original
thought. We've been given the power
not only to know that we think but
also to choose which thoughts to pay
attention to and which to reject.
Every human seeks to control his
or her life using this power. What
we can't control are the thoughts
themselves. The mind produces
them from a source of power that
we can scarcely glimpse, even
though we can feel it in the depths
of our souls. It's what we term the
Immortal, the Universal, or the Spiritual source of life—an energy that
pervades all life.
In other words, change is nothing
more than life's energy being expressed as natural phenomena (who
first said, "Nature is dynamic, not
static " ?) in the physical world. For

humans, change happens at every
moment as we continually create life
from our thoughts as they flow one
after another.
It's when we interfere with this
process or fail to see it that we become stuck. For example, if our ego
dominates our thinking ( "Its always
been important for me to look
good "), our greedy thoughts take
over ( "What's in it for me ? "), or our
fear and imagination run rampant in
our minds ( "You think this is bad!
Well let me tell you how bad things
could really get! "), then it's hard to
climb out of the mental ruts and see
the world as it is—full of unlimited
possibilities.
Unleashing this potential takes no
more effort than mentally looking in
a different direction, waiting to see
what thoughts occur to you, and
then acting on the thoughts that
produce the most positive feelings.

LESS

Good rap songs

Fingers on
one hand

Population
of Belgium

When I started doing this, my life
became much more graceful. I trusted that things would work out, I
went in new directions without second- guessing myself, I saw my leadership role as one of tending to people's feelings, knowing that if their
mood was positive, they would figure out what to do. I took on new
roles, looking to learn by finding out
what I didn't know rather than sticking with what I already knew.
Why is this important for business
people? Well, somehow most of us
assume that change is very difficult— something that needs to be
managed. Recently, I read the text of
a speech that had been given by the
CEO of a Fortune 500 company. He
was exhorting his organization to
become more modern —for his people to take risks, to solve problems
without waiting to be told what do
to, and to give a damn about the

customers. These are all laudable
goals.
His point was that this new culture needs to be earned. He did not
see it as a human birthright! He also
assumed that change has to be imposed on the organization even
though he acknowledged that no
one can force others to change
against their will. So he exhorted the
organization to gear up for a protracted effort to reinvent itself and to
cast overboard those who did not
"get it "— whatever "it" is.
What this CEO fails to see is that
his very thoughts about achieving
these changes will make them all the
more difficult to accomplish. By saying it will be hard, he creates anxiety; by telling the organization that
not everyone willmake it, he creates
fear; and by expressing outcomes in
fuzzy jargon, he causes confusion.
My wish is that you can see for

yourself what I am pointing to —that
change happens as simply as having
a new thought and then choosing to
act on it. That by dropping habitual
thought, you open the door to the
unlimited potential of Universal
Thought. That by trusting this spiritual truth, you will live the life of
your dreams — growing, evolving,
and, yes, changing, as you comprehend what it means to experience
the truth of life with a higher consciousness and a heightened gratitude. I wish you the best. ■
Bob Gunn is the co-founder ofGunn
Partners, a consulting firm that helps
companies improve the relevance and
value ofstaff functions. He is responsible for client relationships for Gunn
Partners' parent company, Exult, Inc.,
a premiere business process out sourcer. You can e-mail Bob at
robert.gunn @exult. net.
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Commercializing Shared
Services I Kathy Williams, Editor

IFACRELEASES
ACCOUNTINGHANDBOOK

few years are beginning to mature and are looking for other ways they can contribute to
their parent companies. Given the predictions for growth in business process outsourcing
over the next few years, should corporations consider commercializing their shared services— having their internal service organizations compete on the open market for clients,
revenues, and margins?
To find out what would lie ahead for those that wanted to give it a try, Gunn Partners
surveyed their clients and others. What they found was that almost half the companies
were considering commercialization, but only about 10% thought they and others would
be successful. Even those that don't decide to "go commercial" will be forced to become
commercially competent to continue their current operations and services.
A key thing to remember, Gunn Partners says, is that there are three main ingredients
for success in a commercialization endeavor, and without
each of them, a company probably will fail. They are:
• A market offering that's compelling or unique.
• An entry strategy that's well suited to a company's
capabilities and the needs of potential clients.
• Organizational capability to execute according to the
requirements of the business model.
Three steps executives can take now to ensure their
organizations' success into the future, the group notes, are:
• Become commercially competent, which means running their shared services as a
business. Without a dedicated business development manager focused on securing new
business, this won't happen.
• Open up to external competition. Only 20% of the companies Gunn Partners surveyed allow their shared services clients to select which services they want, and only 15%
let clients buy services externally, which, the group says, means these companies are really
operating in a captive market, not an open market.
• Create an independent business unit, which means setting the unit up as a separate
legal entity. If a company is going to compete externally, it must be an independent operation with no perception of favoritism to the parent organization.
For more information, contact Jon Scheumann of Gunn Partners at
ischeumann@gunnPartners.com. ■

The International Federation of Accountants
(IFAC) has released the
2001 Handbook of Public Sector Accounting

Pronouncements,
which features International Public Sector
Accounting Standards
(IPSAS). The standards
apply to all public sector entities including
national governments,
regional governments
(state, provincial), local
governments (city,
town), and their component entities (departments, agencies).
The book is available
free in print and online
through the IFAC
online bookstore at
www.ifac.or store.
Also available there
are the electronic versions of all standards,
guidance, and studies
in the areas of education, ethics, information
technology, and financial and management
accounting. ■
/c
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FASB APPARENTLY QUIETED CRITICS IN CONGRESS AND THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY
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Standard of Corporate Responsibility
Shows Best Practices I Curtis C. Verschoor, CMA, Editor

accountingduringmystudent andfacultydays.WewhobecameCPAs

MANAGEMENT NEEDS TO PROVIDE CULTURAL LEADERSHIP TO ASSURE CULTURAL

and/orCMAswereveryproudof

consistency throughout the organization. This includes assisting to verbalize the culture in the form of a mission statement, code of conduct, and set of values. An important improvement strategy is to benchmark one's efforts against a standard and the
best practices of others. The Social Venture Network (SVN) spent three years creating a
Standard of Corporate Responsibility (SCR) that it encourages its members to put into
practice. This promotes doing well while doing good. Some 200 individuals, including
this editor, contributed to the SCR's content.
SVN is a nonprofit membership network committed to building a just and sustainable world through business, primarily entrepreneurs. The
SCR was conceived and incubated in response to the growing
VERBALIZETHE
consensus that companies and organizations have a social
CULTUREIN
obligation to operate in ethically, socially, and environmenTHEFORMOFA
tally responsible ways. SVN believes in multiple bottom lines
for business, people, and planet, as well as profit. Members
MISSION
value healthy communities and the human spirit as well as
STATEMENT,
CODEOFCONDUCT, high returns.
The Standard consists of three general topics — ethics,
ANDSETOF
accountability, and governance — followed by nine topics
VALUES.
that each relate to a specific stakeholder group. They cover
financial returns, employment practices, business relationships, products and services, community involvement, and environmental protection.
Each topic contains:
1. Principle —a brief value statement,
2. Practices — examples of how an organization might improve performance,
3. Measures — tangible indicators of performance, and
4. Resources — sources of tools, techniques, and other helpful information.
The fact that the SCR begins with ethics didn't occur by chance. Rather, SVN declares
it recognizes the central role ethics plays in corporate responsibility. The principle on
ethics states, "The company develops and implements ethical standards and practices in
dealings with all company stakeholders. The company's commitment to ethical behavior
is widely communicated in an explicit statement and vigorously upheld."
Embracing this principle requires a comprehensive, corporate -wide commitment to
fundamental issues of honesty and human rights in dealings with all stakeholders.
Sixteen practices on ethics contained in the SCR provide examples of procedures that
can be used to implement the ethics principle. They include providing ethics education
that demonstrates how ethical values apply to the daily work environment, rewarding
exemplary behavior and penalizing contrary acts, and ensuring that financial incentives
do not create pressure for committing misdeeds or behaving unethically. Seven measures provide quantitative metrics that are useful in tracking
continued on page 20

obtaining thosetreasured professional
certificates.
Today,however,anumberofIMA
["AGlobal Certification," Strate 'c
Finance, September2001]andAICPA
[ "TheGlobal Business Credential,"
Journalof Accountancy, September
2001] leaders seem to think that
"Accountant" has becomea dirty
word. Theyareproposinganumber of
new global certification titles.
If it should be necessary to
changethenamesof our professional
designations in order to retain our
valuedprofessional position in the
marketplace, thereis no need to
select esoteric titles. It would be a
simple matter to changethedefinitionof CMAtoCertifiedManagement
Adviser andCPA toCertified Professional Adviser.
After all, accountants havealways
been advisers. A dictionary definition:
"Adviser [Advisor] —Onewho gives
advice."
NeedI saymore!
Grover L. Porter, CPA, Ph.D.
Professor of Accounting- Retired

ERRATA
A credit line was inadvertently
dropped from the Ethics column
in the August issue. The line
should have stated that the
material was "adapted from Ethics
Newsline, used by permission.'
Ethics Newsline is written by
Rushworth M. Kidder, president
of The Institute for Global Ethics.
18
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streetwise

WITH STATEMENTS 141 AND 142.

[ G O V E R N M E N T ]

Congressional Spotlight
Stephen Barlas, Editor
on FASB
FASB APPARENTLY QUIETED CRITICS
in Congress and the business com-

FASB's wrists a few times on the way

munity with its two new Statements

"I have some remaining concerns

improve the transparency of the

issued in July. But the key word is

about the application of the new

accounting and reporting for busi-

"quieted," not "silenced." Rep. Billy

Standards. Are the triggering inci-

ness combinations by requiring that

Tauzin (R. -La.), chairman of the

dents accurate and precise, or are

all business combinations be ac-

House Energy and Commerce Com-

there gray areas? Are the impairment

counted for under a single method —

mittee, said he is cautiously opti-

tests too burdensome? What are the

the purchase method. Use of the

mistic about FASB's Statements No.

costs associated with the new sys-

pooling -of- interests method is no

141, "Business Combinations," and

tem? And, in particular, how will

longer permitted. The purchase

No. 142, "Goodwill and Other Intan-

small to mid -sized companies han-

method provides investors with the

gible Assets." They were issued after
years of hearings and data crunching

dle the costs and administrative
requirements associated with the

information necessary to determine
the true cost of one company buying

by the FASB and second - guessing

new approach ?" Sounds like the

another and, as a result, provides a

and complaints from the high -tech

powerful Committee chairman is

basis for consumers to track future

community. Congress also slapped

reserving his right to start throwing

returns on

to final 141 and 142. Tauzin added,

brickbats at FASB again.
Statement 141 will significantly

c o n t i n ue d o n nex t page
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Profit Beyond Measure
SINCE ITS INCEPTION OVER 40 YEARS AGO,

mirror the actual orders. It also involves a lot of tradi-

Toyota Motor Corp. has maintained a consistentlevel

tional management accounting to tell whether or not

of profits. Scania Truck, the Swedish truck maker, has

the scheduling was successful. Toyota and Scania, in

done the same for over 65 years. How do Toyota and

contrast, "manage by means" (MBM). They've devel-

Scanfa remain profitable and repeatedly

oped a system to build cars and trucks to

outperform the Big 3 American automakers

individual orders, leaving out the uncertain-

year after year, with an ever - increasing

ty of predicting the consumer's desires

demanding consumer? In their book, Profit

ahead of time.

Beyond Measure, H. Thomas Johnson a n d

Toyota uses five production practices to

Anders Broms deliver a clear and precise

accomplish this. The authors provide

picture of how these two companies accom-

detailed explanations of Toyota's use of takt

plish this by focusing on keeping costs low

time, standardization of work, jidoka (a

and quality high.
According to Johnson and Br6ms, the

practice of identifying errors before they
occur), just -in -time (also utilizing kanban),

vast majority of large manufacturing companies

and heijunka (level loading of the manufacturing line)

today "manage by results" (MBR). This involves guess-

to show how Toyota strives to reduce wasted effort

ing what the majority of consumers will purchase and

and resources and keeps costs low.

scheduling assembly lines, or batching work orders, to

Scania , whi ch produces

c o n t i n u e d on page 21
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[ E T H I C S ] cont'd from p. 18

ethical performance.
The accountability principle
states, "The company acknowledges
that many constituents have legitimate interests in its activities and
discloses information in a timely
manner so that stakeholders can
make informed decisions. Stakeholder `need to know' takes precedence
over inconvenience and cost to the
corporation.'
This acknowledges that companies operate by virtue of a social
contract that involves a number of
conditions, responsibilities, and limitations. Companies must demonstrate this accountability by disclosing the information that stakeholders need to protect their personal
and economic interests.
The governance topic is also wor-

thy of attention. Its principle states,
"The company balances the interests
of employees, customers, investors,
lenders, suppliers, affected communities, and other stakeholders in
strategic objectives as well as day -today management and investment
decisions. The company manages its
resources conscientiously and effectively, seeking to enhance both
financial and human capital.'
The complete Standard of Corporate Responsibility is presented at
SVN's website—http://www.svn.org
/initiatives /standards.pdf.
Curtis C. Verschoor is the Ledger 6Quill Research Professor, School of
Accountancy, DePaul University,
Chicago, 111. His e-mail address is
cverscho @condor.depaul.edu.
[ G O V ' T ] cont'd from p. 21

the investment.
Statement 142 will improve the
purchase method in a number of
ways. Most significantly, it requires
that goodwill no longer be amortized
to earnings but will instead be tested
for impairment. That improvement
will provide greater transparency of
the economic value of goodwill and
the amount and timing of its impact
on companies' earnings.

Turner Goes Out
With a Bang
Lynn E. Turner, the SEC chief
accountant since July 1998,left the
Commission in August to return to
his alma mater, Colorado State University, to teach. But before exiting,
he complained about the quality of
IOKs he was seeing, suggesting that
some companies were holding back
information to give investors the
impression that the slowing economy was not hurting them. "In a

Circle No. 18
20
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number of cases, they don't seem to
have talked about dropoffs in sales
and how that's going to impact their
bottom line as well as they should
have," he said. The result has been
that some companies have had to
amend their financial statements. He
declined to name the companies but
said some of them were major ones.
The SEC has been reviewing about
one out of four 10K filings, a sharp
rise from the one out of 10 or 15 it
was looking at when the market was
really hot, from around 1997
through 1999,and a thin SEC staff
had to focus on a glut of initial public offering filings, Turner explained.

Finance Committee Tax
Shelter Proposal
In early August, Sen. Max Baucus
(D.- Mont.), chairman of the Senate
Finance Committee, and Sen.
Charles Grassley (R.- Iowa), the
Committee's top Republican, introduced the latest draft of a tax shelter
crackdown proposal. The Committee staff had taken two cracks at a
proposal in 2000 before Baucus
became chairman and Grassley the
top GOPer. This third iteration,
according to the two senators, moves
away from an "enforcement strategy
based on penalizing taxpayers to one
that encourages disclosure of potentially abusive shelters' Any proposal
will have to be translated into legislative language and introduced as a
bill. That is likely to happen once
Baucus and Grassley look through
the comments they receive. The centerpiece of their proposal is an
increase (from 20% to 40%) in the
penalty for tax understatement due
to use of an illegal tax shelter. But at
the same time, safe harbors are created to encourage taxpayers to disclose their use of tax shelters. ■

[ B O O K S ] c o n t ' d f r o m p. 1 9

long -term results and not on

outline how the above concepts

heavy trucks specifically to cus-

month -to -month or even year-to-

ca n be a ccur at e ly mea su re d an d

tomers' orders, has achieved its

year results. These two companies

how on e can ad d val ue to an

success through the minimization

weren't bui lt in a day, and they

organization's decision - making pro-

of uniqu e components. Although

both believe success derives from

cesses. The process is an extension

it produces several different types

the continued use of their princi-

or, as the authors assert, a correc-

of trucks, each of its four different

ples decad e after de cade. They

tion to activity -based costing. They

engine types fits into each of its

also don't measure success by

term the concept of tracing indirect

th re e ca bs b ecau se of common

accoun ting numbe rs alone (a s the

costs as 'order -line profitability

mounting holes in the cabs. This

book's title indicates). They use

analysis."

typ e of manu fa ctu rin g h as

accoun tin g a s a wa y of u nde r-

allowed Scania's salespeople to

standing their financial situation

in me, the majority of the book is

configure a truck to order for each

but not to tell them how to run the

dedicated to the operational side of

individual customer. Scania's

business. Work is directed and

Toyota and Scania: I'm sure an

engineers are not focused or eval-

controlled by engineers and pro-

entire book could be devoted to

uat ed on how th ey can l ower t he

duction personnel, not by cost or

the discussion and implementation

cost of a vehicle; rather, they con-

ma n a ge me n t a ccou n t a n t s '

of an order -line profitability analy-

centrate on how to incre ase the

numbers.

sis system. Overall, however, it's a

commonality of parts in all of their
trucks.
One interesting point that
repeatedly surfaces is the focus on

Unfortunately for the accountant

Financial managers and cost

great read and one that I will be

accountants would be highly interested in Chapter 5, titled "Assess to

passing on to the operations and
production sides of the company I

Order." It's here that the authors

work for. — Heather Kaminski
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They must steer their
firms to focus on
customers instead of
products.

NEW ROLE FOR

1 �

os

IN THE

Financial Services Industry
BY

JOHN

C AL N AN ,

CPA

xecutives in the financial services industry — particularly
chief financial officers —now find themselves in uncharted
territory. CFOs have always held a unique perspective on
operations— tasked with maximizing shareholder value while also
addressing the needs of internal constituencies. As a result of that
dual point of view, CFOs have traditionally shouldered extraordinary
responsibilities in a financial institution. While that role continues
and the responsibilities grow apace, changes in the industry now
make the singular position of the CFO even more challenging. Today,
Z
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in addition to accurately predicting revenue and earnings, managing

Z

risk, ensuring compliance, and maximizing the firm's return on
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investment, CFOs face shifting priorities in the financial services
industry. They must accommodate those changes to ensure the firm's
survival as well as their own.
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Various market forces translate into new priorities for
financial services firms. Deregulation has caused firms to
expand the traditional scope of their offerings. As large
financial institutions consolidate with even larger firms,
client relationships are often sacrificed. Nontraditional
competitors are leveraging their established client relationships to move into the financial services field. The
Internet has greatly increased client expectations and
intelligence; clients can now access information directly
and demand instant responsiveness. Clients have also
become more self - directed in their retirement strategies,
such as building wealth with 401(k) accounts instead of
relying solely on an employer- supplied pension. And last,
over the next several years, the wealthiest demographic in
history will transfer between $41 trillion and $136 trillion
to the next generation. Without well- constructed and
expertly executed customer retention plans, the financial
firms currently holding this capital may well wake to find
their balance sheets substantially eroded. Though seemingly diverse, each of these factors calls for a single antidote: stronger client relationships. By gaining greater
fluency and, from that, trust with its clients, a firm not
only can survive market changeability but can thrive —
despite these increased pressures.
For example, firms' standard approach— selling a certain mutual fund or insurance product —will continue to
attract revenue. But in this product- centric approach,
firms are competing with a growing number of institutions that are also pushing similar products at a similar
price, eroding the profit margin on each product offered.
Also, the product- centric approach has firms actually
competing with clients' natural inclination. Clients aren't
seeking specific products — they're seeking strategies for
using their existing resources most effectively to reach
their personal goals. Successful financial institutions —
and CFOs —will want to extend beyond product -push to
ensure strong revenue growth. A financial institution
with a well- developed, holistic view of its clients' concerns— estate issues, education plans, retirement strategies, and personal goals —is unlikely to lose clients to a
competitor. Moreover, the institution that provides trusted advice is likely to garner additional clients. Trusted
relationships are the key to client capture and retention, a
necessity in the current market.
Wealth management is the springboard for a new generation of financial services. Combining client relationship management, decision analytics, and access to a
breadth of financial knowledge stores, a true wealth management solution provides a seamless view of the client.
24
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The advisor has all the information necessary to see a
client's finances in the same way the client does —as a
financial ecosystem, where a decision in one area impacts
decisions in another. The advisor sits on the same side of
the table as the client, taking a proactive, dynamic, and
tactical approach to growing the client's wealth. To position advisors in this way, the financial institution needs a
technical infrastructure that integrates with legacy systems, increases advisor efficiency, and addresses compliance issues across the enterprise. The CFO is uniquely
suited to understanding how and why the right technology is necessary in the shift to wealth management. In
seeking such a solution, the CFO's own primary activities
can serve as guidelines.

HOWWILLTHISHAPPEN?
CFOs play a crucial role in leading their firms from a
product- centric to a client - centric paradigm. With
responsibility for overseeing mission - critical interests —
including technology integration and asset maximization,
expense management, and revenue growth —the CFO is
responsible for the infrastructure that will make such a
shift possible. In particular, the CFO is charged with
instituting the proper tools to execute the new approach
at low cost, low risk, and high return. The right technology can help him /her lead the change to client - centric
operations without overturning the whole business in the
process. How can technology deliver stronger client relationships while also helping the CFO control costs, manage risk, and gain return on investment (ROI)?
Accurate forecasting. One of the CFO's first responsibilities is to accurately forecast the financial institution's
revenue and profitability. Without a clear idea of a
predictable revenue stream, executive management can't
create appropriate strategies for success, and the risk of
missed forecasts soars. The CFO needs a comprehensive
understanding of revenue sources and often works with
sales executives to determine the firm's income opportunities. In the current market, this is more challenging
than ever.
With the transition from a transaction -based to a fee based pricing model, firms require a different client management methodology and the tools to match.
Retaining current customers is predicated upon providing the sales team with appropriate information and
technology. The sales force must be enabled to cross -sell a
variety of products into stronger client relationships. If
technology empowers the analyst to deliver the right
product at the right time —as opposed to just pushing the

newest offering —then that tool fosters client loyalty and,
ultimately, improved profitability. Cross - selling is critical
to increasing revenue per client, which is, in turn, an
important bridge to predictable recurring revenue.
According to Tom Olivio, in the Financial Planning
article "Client Loyalty in Nine Easy Steps," attracting new
clients costs five to 12 times more than maintaining existing ones. Retaining an existing client is less expensive
than securing a new one—a vital savings in today's competitive environment. By providing relationship managers
the means to target their clients' needs, CFOs enhance the
institution's revenue growth opportunities while fostering
the development of long -term client relationships.
Reducing the client "churn rate" significantly improves
the CFO's ability to forecast long -term growth prospects
and profitability.
Risk management. An accurate forecast and solid revenue stream are fruitless unless the enterprise is protected

best practices— should be preserved and augmented by a
new technology. Above all, a new system should integrate
seamlessly with any legacy systems already in place without imposing different conventions or business processes.
Protecting the firm's existing investments is key to risk
management. To this end, the CFO must select not only
the right technology, but also the right technology part ner —examining the company's human resources, stability,
and track record, as well as its underlying architecture.
The new system should be built from the ground up to
integrate easily with other systems and should not require
a retrofit or extensive customization.
Compliance. Even beyond the immediate duties of
financial and information management leadership, the
CFO works closely with legal counsel to ensure legal and
regulatory compliance. In the financial services industry,
requirements are often stringent, complex, and variable.
The firm must adhere to regulations from a range of fed-

A financial institution with a welldeveloped, holistic view of its clients'
concerns - estate issues,
education plans, retirement
strategies, and personal
goals —is unlikely to lose
clients to a competitor.
from runaway costs. The financial institution needs to
not only gain revenue but to preserve those gains as
much as possible. Furthermore, when instituting new
technology, risk involves cost overruns and also risks to
data and the current system. While many technologies
promise faster or more efficient operations, those
improvements may require a complete redesign of established workflows, an overhaul of the IT environment due
to incompatibility issues, or extensive customization to
retrofit the new technology to the existing system. The
firm's productivity can be crippled by poor deployment.
The CFO is concerned with delivering the benefits of
powerful technology while reducing substantial risk to the
firm. Effective operations — including workflows, data, and

eral and state agencies, including the Securities &
Exchange Commission, the Internal Revenue Service, and
a variety of state tax and regulatory authorities. The
firm's viability depends on the CFO's ability to integrate
and monitor effective controls and processes that address
these myriad regulations. Compliance is obviously central
to a financial institution's survival, but it also has ramifications with the client. A firm's reputation as a trusted
advisor hinges on its ability to protect the client's information and communicate consistent and sound policies.
While many large financial institutions devote considerable resources to this issue, actual compliance enforcement can be a time - consuming and demanding job. The
CFO must set up controls for advisors, brokers, and
O c t o be r 2 0 0 1
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agents who are often scattered across the country or who
are working from stand -alone PCs accessing disconnected
data. One solution has been to require those advisors to
submit client financial plans to a compliance department
before interfacing with the client. This bottleneck can be
avoided by instituting constraints within the technology.
A single, unified platform from which the entire firm
gives advice allows the firm to enforce enterprise -wide
constraints and controls. By connecting advisors to a
shared platform, the firm also enables them to take
advantage of training data, targeted news feeds, and support from the entire institution. The CFO thus ensures
compliance while empowering advisors to meet their
clients' needs immediately and accurately — another step
in fostering strong client relationships.
Return on investment. Perhaps more than any other
decision maker, the CFO is circumspect about changes in
business processes. The CFO asks, "Can the technology
actually deliver the promised effectiveness? Will the
technology really enable the firm to make strides in efficiency, or will it simply disrupt business for a year or 18
months ?" While others may champion a hot new technology, the CFO is the one who must justify funding a new

system and prove the return on investment.
Few purchases are as critical to the success of a financial
institution —or any business —as the technology infrastructure. For this reason, the technology should provide a clear,
demonstrable ROI. Trafficking in hard numbers, the CFO is
accustomed to weighing costs against revenue. Though
often complex, a technology purchase isn't exempt from the
same rigorous assessment that the CFO gives to any other
investment. Technology should increase revenue, decrease
the total cost of ownership (TCO), and provide gains as
quickly as possible. A wealth management solution facilitates customer acquisition and retention to increase revenue. The TCO is lower because advisors' efficiency is
dramatically improved. A rapidly deployable wealth management system brings the benefits of wealth management
to the firm quickly, so gains are realized right away.
Though the CFO shoulders heavy and assorted responsibilities in a financial institution, the right technology can
mitigate the burden of executing those tasks. But because
the CFO holds a unique position in the organization, the
best tools for predicting revenue, managing risk, ensuring
compliance, and securing ROI can also turn out to be the
best tools for invigorating the entire enterprise. With an
eye on building robust client
relationships, the CFO can help
V' yusiness ,
the firm thrive in the most
d0
volatile market in recent histot
ry —all while optimizing his /her
ability to improve shareholder
P e u s l ne s s
value.
Earn the Certificate in Business Management and the Certified Business Manager (CBM)
According to Robert Passikoff,
Designation either by taking a two -part examination or through the Grandfather Clause.
a psychologist and president of
A business professional who is both a specialist in a chosen field and a generalist across a broad range
Brand Keys, a company that's
of additional business disciplines is extremely valuable to an organization in today's busi ness world.
The gene ral ist can communi cate comfortabl y and negot iat e compet ent ly with his/her team as well as
been measuring customer loyalty
within the global network. The cross - functional knowledge obtained from the CBM program will make
you an effective team player and business manager.
for 20 years, `A satisfied customer has to do with the last
The CBM designation was created by Mr. S. Rao Vallabhaneni, who is an educator, author, publisher
and practitioner in the business field. The CBM credential broadens your knowledge, enhances your
transaction. A loyal customer has
understanding, and thus equips you to take on greater challenges to pursue a wider range of career
opportunities, and to increase your earning potential. It is like a more efficient, less costly MBA. The
to do with the next transaction."
CBM designation is the only generalist certification in the business field.
The CFO who understands the
If you already have a professional certificate in a business specialty, you may acquire a generalist
difference can lead a financial
certificate, the CBM, for a limited time, through the Grandfather Clause. After the Grandfather
Clause time expires on December 31, 2001, you will be required to take a two -part examination to
institution through the current
earn the CBM.
upheaval and ensure his /her own
Individuals working in several business specialties and who have earned certain specialty certifications
are eligible to apply for the CBM designation under the grandfather clause. To see if you qualify, and
success in the process. ■
for details on how to apply, please visit our web site: www.cbmexam.com or call us at 323-936 -6757.
Helping Business Specialists Bec ome Business Generalists

A1?BM
ASSOCIATION OF
FROFE ssiONA

s

Association of Professionals in Business Management, Inc.
4929 Wilshire Blvd • Suite 930 • Los Angeles, CA 90010-3825 • USA
P/F: 323.936-6757/6171• www.cbmexam.com • Email: info@cbmexam.com
Circle No. 29
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John Calnan, CPA, a 15 -year
veteran of the financial services
industry, is CFO of netDecide
Corporation in Falls Church, Va.,
www.netderide.com.
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Strategic Finance:
New Trends, New Technology
Topics to be covered include...
Information Management
Accounting Education & Research
Financial Management
Personal and Career Development
Small Business Management

Conference highlights include...

F

Vendor Exposition showcasing the industry tools
and information needed to perform your job!!
National Officer's Reception and Family Event at Sea World
Annual Dinner with Chapter Recognition and Awards
SCMS Activities, including the Stuart Cameron McLeod Society Dinner
IMA Memorial Education Fund Golf Tournament
For additional information or comments, please contact
Trish Rafferty, CMP at 800.638.4427, ext. 302, or
Brian McGuire, CMA, CPA at 812.465.7031.
We welcome your comments and suggestions.

nternetSuccess
BYMANAGINGONLINERISKWELL,
HEHELPEDHISCOMPANY
LEAPAHEADOFITSCOMPETITORS.
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BY MARLENE PITURRO
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o many senior financial executives went from champs to chumps

during the decline of the dot -coms that it's hard to find significant num-
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bers who came out on top. Capital One Financial's CFO David Willey
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happens to be one who survived and prospered during the tech market
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meltdown, helping the firm navigate through difficult unknown territory.
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Unlike many brick - and - mortar financial institutions,
Capital One Financial (NYSE: COF) of Falls Church, Va.,
has done splendidly with the Net because its business
strategy and processes are e- commerce friendly. Its key
methodology of design- test - segment - implement works
well in moving appropriate products and services from
offline to online channels. That systematic approach led
to experimenting with different portals, ISPs, banner ads,
and special- interest sites until COF found the right mix.
Its customized online product offerings —a credit card
with a teaser rate of 0% interest for Suzie or plenty of air
miles for Jill—play to the Net's strength. And its grasp of
how to use IT to refine its knowledge of customers
through data mining and sophisticated customer service
both online and offline lead to cross - selling opportunities
that are hard for competitors to duplicate.
As for the basics, COF is a holding company whose
principal subsidiaries, Capital One Bank and Capital
One, FSB, offer consumer- lending products. It is one of
the top 10 bankcard issuers in the U.S., with nearly 34
million accounts and managed loans of $29.5 billion. A
publicly traded company with market capitalization of
$11,144.02 million, it employs nearly 20,000 and had net
income growth of 29 % in 2000.
CFO David Willey spearheads the company's financial
functions. He is a director of COF's two major operating
subsidiaries and is also president of Capital One, FSB.
Accounting and reporting, treasury, planning and risk
management, corporate finance, and corporate communications are his domain. During Willey's tenure, COF
has amassed accolades such as the Alexander Hamilton
Awards in both 1998 and 1999 and a CFO excellence
award in 2000.The '98 top honors were for financial risk
management. Partnering with the Merc (Chicago Mercantile Exchange), COF created a bankruptcy index
futures contract to hedge the risk of losses on its credit
card portfolio, including mitigating interest -rate exposure
from a new credit card product with a fixed interest rate.
In '99,its Hamilton Award was for an information -based
strategy (IBS) for retail deposits. Wanting to extend
COF's IBS technology to retail, the company needed a
Deposits Management Information System (DMIS)
whose pieces included an off -the -shelf banking deposits
program, telephonic support capability, plus data warehousing for storing marketing test data and consumer
behavioral data.
Willey joined Capital One's management team in 1989
when the firm was a division of Signet Banking Corporation. He worked on marketing strategies, joint venture
30
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We'reaveryefficientand
fluidorganization,definitely
afast-movingenvironment.
We'relikeabasketbaltear
analysis, and acquisitions. A 1982 graduate of the University of Virginia with a B.A. in economics, he returned to
that school for an MBA in 1989.In 1998,Willey became
senior vice president of corporate financial management,
working closely with COF's brain trust, CEO Richard
Fairbank and COO Nigel Morris. On January 19, 2001,
Willey was promoted to the position of CFO.
He spoke with Strategic Finance about Capital One
Financial's integration of e- commerce into its overall
business strategy.
SF: Please tell us about your background. What pre-

pared you to be an e- business architect?
DW:I joined the company 12 years ago as a business
analyst. I object to being called an "e- business architect"
because we approach everything, including the Internet,
as integrated rather than separate pieces of what we do.
My basic approach is to be consistent in making business
decisions, particularly regarding investments. Part of my
job is to ground the company in the return on investment
(ROI) of various technologies. I try to approach risk in a
balanced way and to not be driven by one function or
product to say that "we're very good at one thing but not
another." That determines how I see e- business. It's a
complementary channel to our business that allows us to
have a consistent application of our strategy.
SF: Give us an example of how your background helps
you do well with e- business.
DW:Having an analyst's mind -set fits in well with our
approach. We test a lot to scientifically determine what
works and what doesn't. For example, we did a lot of tests
to find out how we should originate new accounts over
the Internet. We found that the Internet is much riskier
than the offline world. Credit risk offline looks much different from credit risk online. Since that's what we
learned from testing, we now have specialized ways to

manage risk [from new accounts] on the Internet. We
learned to manage the click stream.
Here's another example: Fraud is a big problem when
considering online applications for new accounts. We can
detect if someone's entering data in a nanosecond rather
than in the time it takes to type in the information. Someone has his or her computer programmed to apply automatically. We picked that problem up and corrected it.

SF: Describe any fits and starts to your Web presence.
DW:I don't mean to imply that there were no surprises. There were plenty. Since our model to test, then
implement on a small scale, fix any glitches, and then do
it on a big scale, the fits and starts are built in. We just
keep testing until we get it right.
This helped us avoid costly mistakes. Think back to 1824 months ago in banking where everyone said: "Let's do
banking online.' Wingspan was one of the first online
banks, and people said: "This is the way to go' Actually,
we weren't so sure. How would we make money that way?
We didn't see the value proposition there. You could
spend an incredible amount to build brand —but you
couldn't grow the customer base really quickly.
Online banking as an industry didn't work out so well.
The problem was in the assumptions underlying the business model —that one thing would lead to another if you
had a Web bank. The idea was: "Grab Web real estate, and
worry about making money tomorrow." But how could a
Web bank compete with a brick - and - mortar bank? The
everyday tasks like making deposits were just too cumbersome online. Then there was the lack of a viable profit
model. In a stock market that didn't demand profit —just
wanted "e" in front of anything —that didn't seem to matter. We all know that you can't sustain market valuation
on anything that seems like a fad or very speculative, so
we evaluated things until we came up with a business
model that made sense. Once we decided that our strategy was for real, though, we were quick in execution.
SF: Please elaborate on what you said earlier about
managing the risk of Net fraud.
is

hereeachplayerknows
isroleandthoseof
veryoneelse.Wer'eknown
orthefastbreak.

was often abused and laughed at by my counterparts
in other companies because we didn't jump into
e- commerce right away. "How could you be so stupid?
You're not doing this right at all," they said.
But we felt that we had to test the Internet systematically the way we've tested other things since 1989. Once
we did enough testing to formulate a strategy, we then
had to move with incredible aggression and speed to take
over the Internet space. As we've already discussed, we
suspected and proved that fraud and credit risk could be
big problems. We found ways to manage those risks. We
tested banner ads, which originally had an enormous
price tag with diminishing returns. We learned how to
manage banner ads.
Maybe we were later to the party [than others], but we
said we'd have a million accounts originated by the end of
the year 2000 —and we did. We went from nowhere to
dominating the credit card space in the course of a year.

Another thing we do with an analytic approach is to
try different parameters to determine what works best.
For example, by testing, we know what people want,
whether it's air miles, other rewards, instant credit, or size
of the credit line. We systematically measure each parameter by how many people accepted a product, how they
used it, etc. Then we build new products on attributes
that work. This is a classic learning paradigm that we
apply to the Net.
SF: Describe Capital One Financial's top team of a -biz
architects.
DW:That includes the CEO, CFO, CIO, COO, and the
heads of marketing, strategy, HR, legal, and brands. By
bringing people with different expertise together, cross
functionality happens. Each brings something unique to
the party, and our teamwork is the basis of our success.
We're a very efficient and fluid organization, definitely
a fast - moving environment. We're like a basketball team
where each player knows his role and those of everyone
else. We're known for the fast break. Although there are
standing meetings, there's also a constant amount of
much more informal communication. We have to
remember to stress consistency and focus to keep things
on track.
SF: Some e- business commentators say that COF was
late getting to the Web party.
DW: It's really funny, isn't it? About 18 months ago I
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DW: Fraud by its very nature means you're not talking

to the person you think you're talking to. The difference
between online and offline fraud is that offline there are
older processes and techniques to detect and handle
fraud. On the Internet there are totally new ways to get
taken. At first the financial industry couldn't defend
against it because we didn't know what new forms of
fraud would crop up.

OnlineIgettopickwhom
Imarketto.Onlineti's
theotherwaybecause
they'recomingtous.It's
allpullinsteadofpush.
There are always some really smart and creative people
doing fraud. For example, you show up at our website
with your name, address, and social security number, but
someone has stolen your data. The fundamental difference between online and offline application is that offline
I get to pick whom I market to. Online it's the other way
because they're coming to us. It's all pull instead of push.
Sorting it out isn't easy.
SF: You have a very strong database management/data
mining program. What's the relationship between DBM and
e-business architecture?
DW: You're right on course. We put data mining in
place in 1988, starting mass customization with one million customers back then. Today we have 33 million. Our
database is very rich with years of experience.
Our approach is to test based on data to deliver customized products. Last year we did 45,000 tests. The
Internet plays into that as a natural fit. The advantage
with our strategy is to learn more about our customers
and potential customers, to be nimble to take advantage
of market opportunities. To do that we need information,
to test and learn. The Net is tailor made to our IBS. It's
interactive in real time, zero cost on transfer of informa32
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tion versus direct mail, automated and efficient, short
cycle time on the test. It's a complementary channel to
other ways we do business.
SF: There must be huge technical issues integrating
DBM into the Web, with all the front- and back -end pieces.

What was your role?
DW: There were technological investments to be made
but less than you might expect. People always think of
massive investments in the Internet, but ours was modest
because we had already invested in IT. Adapting via interfaces wasn't a big deal.
One important technical issue was customer service
management online. It's very popular with 2.5 million of
our customers who use the Internet to manage their
accounts. What made the project less daunting is that the
decision engines and product design were already happening because of years of data mining. We now have
real -time decision making, which is very exciting.
SF: Looking at the fruits of your labor, Nielsen says COF

is the third most popular financial website.
DW: We've also been first and second, but we've been
at least in the top five for the last six months.
SF: What are your next steps regarding e- business?
DW: The reality of the Internet channel and its space is

setting in. Figuring out how to make money is important
now. We realize that the Internet is only a channel. As
such, that implies looking at the kinds of business you
want to transact [using that channel.] It's not the place
for business as usual. We'll keep working on additional
capabilities for online account servicing and Capital One
Place, our online shopping service, to enhance our DBM.
Overall, the Internet is a great place for us.
SF: Your evolving role as the CFO?
DW: Most of the other CFOs I talk to struggle to fully

integrate e -biz throughout the business. We all see the
power of integrating the whole thing because the payoff
is as big as we thought it would be.
As CFOs and senior managers, our unique position
straddles the internal /external world. We're part of a
strategic team coming at it from the business side. The
particular things we do provide our companies the way to
win in the era of e- business. ■
Marlene Piturro, a journalist and managerial consultant
based in Hastings -on- Hudson, N.Y., has a Ph.D. in psychology and an M B A in organizational development /finance.
She has written widely about the integration of accounting
and IT in various business publications. You can reach her
at mpiturro @aol.com.
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CAPITAL ALLOCATION
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al- options analysis is one of the most important ideas
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f applied corporate finance to be developed in the last
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DEFERAPROJECT.

years. It's also one of the newest. For multi - period

investment decisions, real- options analysis is superior to the
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ubiquitous net present value (NPV) approach. Seen through a
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real- options lens, NPV always undervalues potential projects,

a

often by several hundred percent.
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Real- options analysis considers what NPV
doesn't and can't: the valueofflexibility. In
a world of uncertainty, real options offer
the flexibility to expand, extend, contract, abandon, or defer a project in
response to unforeseen events that drive
the value of a project up or down
through time. These options ought to be
considered at the outset of an investment
analysis and throughout the life of a project.
Net present value, on the other hand, assumes away
these managerial options. But, for decades, NPV has been
the central paradigm for evaluating large projects, and
today more than 80% of large corporations use NPV as
their primary criterion — although the real- options
approach is catching on.
The NPV of a project is estimated by forecasting the
project's annual cash flows during its expected life, discounting them back to the present at a risk - adjusted
weighted average cost of capital, then subtracting the initial start -up capital expenditure. There's nothing in this
calculation that captures the value of flexibility to make
future decisions that resolve uncertainty.
Financial managers often overrule NPV by accepting
projects with negative NPVs for "strategic reasons." Their
intuition tells them that they can't afford to miss the
opportunity. In essence, they're intuiting the flexibility of
the project's real options.
Also, real- options analysis eliminates a "false comparison" that NPV can create. Consider the right to defer the
start of a project —a deferral option. If we use NPV, we
must consider different deferral intervals as mutually
exclusive alternatives. You can defer for one year or two,
but you can't do both. To solve the problem, we must value a large set of mutually exclusive alternatives, then
choose the one with the highest NPV. Real- options analysis looks at the problem differently —as a decision tree.
You develop a present value for the right to defer (that
will, by the way, be greater than any of the mutually
exclusive NPVs) and a rule of thumb that tells you to
stop deferring when the NPV of the project — without the
option to defer — exceeds the value of waiting. There are
no mutually exclusive alternatives, only the present value
and the decision rule.

DRIVERSOFVALUE
Like options on securities, real options are the right, but
not the obligation, to take an action in the future at a
predetermined price (the exercise or striking price) for a
34
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•edetermined time (the life of the option).
When you exercise a real option, you capture the difference between the value of
the asset and the exercise price of the
option. If a project is more successful
than expected, management can pay an
"exercise price" to expand the project by
making an additional capital expenditure.
4anagement can also extend the life of a
L v )ect by paying an exercise price. If the projF
ect does worse than expected, it can be scaled back or
abandoned. In addition, the initial investment doesn't
have to be made today —it can be deferred.
The value of a real option is influenced by six variables.
They are:
1. Value of the underlying project. The option to
expand a project (a call), for example, increases the scale
of operations and therefore the value of the project at the
cost of additional investment (the exercise price). Thus,
the value of the project (without flexibility) is the value
of what, in real- options language, is called the underlying
risky asset. If we have flexibility to expand the project —in
other words, an option to buy more of the project at a
fired price —then the value of the option to expand goes
up when the value of the underlying project goes up.
2. Exercise price /Investment cost. The exercise price
is the amount of investment required to expand. The value of the option to expand goes up as the cost of expansion is reduced.
3. Volatility of the underlying project's value. Since the
decision to expand is voluntary, you will expand only
when the value of expansion exceeds the cost. When the
value is less than the cost and there is no variability in the
value, the option is worthless. But if the value is volatile,
there's a chance the value can rise and exceed the cost,
making the option valuable. Therefore, the value of flexibility goes up when uncertainty of future outcomes
increases.
4. Time to maturity. The value of flexibility increases as
the time to maturity lengthens because there's a greater
chance that the value of expansion will rise the longer
you wait.
5. Risk -free interest rate. As the risk -free rate of interest goes up, the present value of the option also goes up
because the exercise price is paid in the future and, therefore, as the discount rate increases, the present value of
the exercise price decreases.
6. Dividends. The sixth variable is the dividends, or the
cash flows, paid out by the project. When dividends are

paid, they decrease the value of the project and therefore
the value of the option on the project.

SWITCHINGOPTIONS
Real options, taught today at major business schools, are
used by about 27% of large corporations to evaluate
strategic capital expenditure decisions, according to
research by John Graham of Duke University. Also, some
investment bankers now use real- options analysis to value
small high - growth, high - technology companies.
In addition to options to defer, expand, extend, contract, or abandon projects, there are also switching
options; compound options, which are options on
options; and rainbow options, which embody several
types of uncertainty.
A switching option is the right, but not the obligation,
to alter modes of operation by paying a switching cost —
such as the option to start or shutter operations, to enter
or exit an industry, or to consume one type of fuel or
another.
Consider the production of heavy oil. One of our
clients, a Canadian oil company with large reserves of
heavy oil, was deciding whether to accept an offer to sell
some of these reserves and realized that the value was
inextricably tied to assumptions about how the oil would
be extracted. Heavy oil is so viscous that it cannot be
pumped out of the ground unless live steam is first
injected into the oil field to make the oil thin enough to
extract via normal pumping methods. The cost of pumping in the live steam is a fixed start -up cost and is lost if
pumping is shut down.
Textbook economics says the operation should be shut
down when the marginal cost of extracting a barrel of oil
exceeds the marginal revenue. Real- options analysis provides a more sophisticated and realistic answer. The operation should be shut down only when the expected losses
from continuing to keep operations open is equal to or
more than the fixed cost of shutting down. In other
words, it makes sense to continue to lose money by keeping operations open for a while after the price of a barrel
of oil falls below the extraction cost.
To see why, suppose today is the first day the market
price of $19 for a barrel of heavy oil is less than the
extraction cost of $20 a barrel. But there's roughly a 5050 chance that the price per barrel will recover to more
than $20 tomorrow. If you shut down, you'll lose $5 million worth of live steam but won't lose $1 per barrel of
today's production. Given the 50 -50odds, though, it
would be more rational to mine oil today, even at a loss.

That's because daily production is below five million barrels, and the expected value of today's market losses is less
than the cost of $5 million worth of live steam, so you
won't shut down. Instead, you'll wait to shut down until
the market price per barrel falls enough below the $20
boundary that the probability of quick recovery is low
and therefore the present value of expected losses equals
the shut -down cost of $5 million. Symmetrical logic
applies when operations are closed and you must pay a
fixed cost of opening them. You'll wait until the price per
barrel is well above the extraction cost, and thereby
forego profits, before opening.
This kind of thinking is a good description of what oil
mining operators already do intuitively. But by running
the numbers and using real- options analysis to fine -tune
their intuition, they've been able to increase their profitability. When the Canadian oil company used real
options to value their heavy oil operations, they realized
that selling some of their reserves — although at a high
price relative to the NPV of the operation —was less than
the real- option value of their operations given that they
were switched on and off according to market price of
oil. So the company did not sell any of its reserves.

COMPOUNDOPTIONS
Almost all capital expenditure decisions are phased
investments, and all phased investments are compound
options. The decision to spend money on early phases
amounts to the exercise of options that unlock the
opportunity to complete later phases. Each phase is an
option on another option— whether it's for research
and development, new product innovation, energy
exploration and production, or construction of new
facilities.
If companies in cyclical industries use real options,
they will be better able to time their investments. Consider multi -phase construction of a large plant to produce commodity chemicals. Commodity chemicals is a
business with cyclical cash flows. When the spread
between the price of output chemicals and their inputs is
wide, the profitability of the industry encourages construction of new capacity, and soon, through arbitrage,
the spread narrows. Then comes an interval of low profitability and no construction until demand builds and
the cycle starts again.
Our client was considering a capital investment of
$650 million over a two -year period, and the spread was
initially at mid -cycle levels. No one had a firm opinion
about the direction of the spread. So, using the current
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Fo ra.

Flexibility of Real Options Pays Off

Net Present Value vs. Real -0ptions Analysis. Here's a project that will cost a total of $650 million at three intervals
over two years. The traditional NPV approach to capital allocation dramatically undervalues this investment because it
doesn't consider the value of flexibility. A full commitment up front to either accept or reject the project destroys the real option value of managerial flexibility. A real- options approach to this multi- staged investment gives management flexibility
to reevaluate the project at future stages and refine their strategy based on new information.

TotalValueUsing
Real-OptionsAnalysis

FlexibilityValue

Break-Even,
ZeroNPV

Source: T. Copeland, T. Koller, and J. Murrin, Valuation: Measuring and Managing the Value of Companies, 3rd edition, John Wiley & Sons, New York, 2000.
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their third compound option to complete the project.
As it turned out, they were the first to market with new
capacity in a rising market, and they made even greater
profits than expected. Had they followed NPV analysis
strictly, of course, they'd have no new capacity to seize the
market opportunity.

CAPITALEXPENDITUREPROGRAMSASREALOPTIONS

projects.

programs

Another interesting application of real options is looking
at capital expenditures as multi -year
of investment rather than as
For example, one of our clients, a bio- technology company, planned to spend $500 million over the next five
years. They could invest in either two large low- cost -perunit plants or in five medium - sized, higher- cost - per -unit
facilities. When we compared the options on a one -toone basis, the large -scale plants versus the medium -scale
plants, the answer was obvious: build the large, low -cost
plants. But when flexibility was brought into the picture,
the optionality of decision making weighed in favor of
single

spread as the future expected spread, we assumed the following: $50 million invested over the next six months for
project design, $200 million over the following six
months for pre- construction work, and another $400
million during the second year to complete construction,
followed by a stream of positive cash flows for the expected life of the project.
The estimated NPV was negative $71 million (Figures 1 and 2). At that point, management decided to
analyze the project using a compound- option
approach. We recognized that the project could be
abandoned at the end of the six -month phase and at
one year, when more informed decisions could be
made. Compound- option analysis indicated the project's value was a positive $354 million, and the company began the design phase. Six months later the
spread had widened, and they started the pre -construction phase, thereby spending $200 million to
exercise their second compound option. At the end of
a year, the spread was even wider, and they exercised

Figure2:The

"Real Options" of Building... a Chemical Plant

Compound Options in a Multi-phase Investment. Today (year 0), management doesn't need to commit to the entire
project; it can simply begin the design process (at a cost of $50 million) and learn more about the market risk later. Six
months later, management has a similar option: to begin the pre - construction process without a full commitment and
learn more about the uncertainties. At the end of the year, management no longer has the flexibility to learn more about
the uncertainty and must choose between a full commitment or abandonment.

13

AFTER SIX MONTHS

AT END OF YEAR ONE

Decision Node

• Uncertainty evolves, but
we cannot react
• Eliminates managerial
flexibility, and therefore
destroys option value

• Uncertainty evolves, but
we cannot react
• Eliminates managerial
flexibility, and therefore
destroys option value

Source: T. Copeland, T. Koller,and J. Murrin, Valuation: Measuring and Managing the Value of Companies, 3rd edition,John Wiley & Sons, NewYork, 2000.

the five higher- cost - per -unit plants. Why? Because they
could be located in widely dispersed geographies so production could be shifted more easily to match variations
in local demand. Furthermore, the large plants would
have excess capacity for longer, while management could
always decide to build the smaller plants faster or slower,
thereby better matching the variability in demand. Finally, if a large plant went down, half the capacity would be
lost, but if a medium -sized plant went down, only 20% of
capacity would be lost.
I hope I have illustrated that real options is clearly an
idea whose time has come. Net present value may have
served us well, but now it comes up short because we
understand how to capture the value of flexibility. While
real options are more complex to use than NPV, recent

advances have simplified their methodology. All it
requires now is mathematics no more advanced than
high school algebra and a spreadsheet. It's worth a try.
Early adopters will have a competitive advantage until
others catchup. ■
Tom Copeland, A.D., is a corporate finance consultant,
professor, and author. He is managing director ofMonitor
Group's corporate finance consulting practice and a visiting
professor offinance at Harvard University. Tom's most
recent book is Real Options: A Practitioner's Guide. He's
also co- author ofValuation: Measuring and Managing the
Value of Companies, Financial Theory and Corporate
Policy, and Managerial Finance. You can reach him at
(617) 252 -2269 or tom_.Copeland @monitor.com.
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A BANKER'S
PERSPECTIVE
on

WORKN
I GCAPT
IAL
and
CASHFLOW
MANAGEMENT
BY DEV STRISCHEK

Ben Franklin had great insight when he wrote in his Poor
Richards Almanac, "If you would know the value ofmoney, go
and try to borrow some." It's still true today.
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So when you try to obtain a loan, what are bankers really looking at? Your banker judges your working capital and cash flow management skills, which certainly impact your cost of capital. This is why
lenders have a vested interest in three key areas: sound collection practices, inventory controls, and
trade credit discipline. Investors are also interested in working capital and cash flow management skills
because a major component of shareholder value is the cost of capital, and bank credit composes much
of this key factor.
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Seedy($MM)

1998 1999

Cash
mkt sec
receivables
inventory
prepaids
other CA
Tot CA

11
-0-

30

-0-

147 201
177 313

-0-

-0-

335 544

1998 1999
notes payable
cur mat LT dbt
accounts payable
accrued expenses
taxes payable
other CL
Tot CL

-0-

-0-

13

56

78 133
125 158
16

20

-0-

-0-

232 367

=

=

=

=

=

Mkt sec marketable securities
Other CA other current assets
Tot CA total current assets
Cur mat LT dbt current maturities of long -term debt
Other CL other current liabilities
Tot CL total current liabilities
=

Working Capital Calculation:
335 — 232 = 103 = NWC at FYE 9/30/98
544 — 367 - 177 - NWC at HE 9/30/99
209 — 135 . 74

a

Economist Alfred Marshall described quite well how
working capital and cash flow contribute to shareholder
wealth when he observed that "capital is that part of
wealth which is devoted to obtaining further wealth.'
After all, efficient working capital management means
more cash flow to repay bankers as well as more value to
reward investors.
I'll show you how a banker views working capital and
cash flow management. I'll explain how to determine
net working capital ( N W C ) by using modified numbers
from an actual company and calling it "Seedy Company." I'll also compare Seedy to its industry counterparts
and then demonstrate how a small percentage decrease
in the additional working capital investment can
increase the stock price. The goal: You can incorporate
this perspective on working capital into your own strategy for maintaining access to debt capital and increasing
shareholder value.

change in NWC from FYE'98 to FYE'99

IT'S All IN HOW YOU LOOK AT IT
The banker's philosophy can be summarized in triple
trinities — purpose, repayment ability, and structure. First,
is the purpose of a loan legal, ethical, and within the
bank's policy? Second, can the loan be repaid from cash
flow, collateral, and guaranties? Third, can the loan be
structured so that it is repaid on time, in full, and as
agreed?
Of the three trinities, the banker is drawn most to
repayment ability, which, in turn, leads the lender into
cash flow evaluation from operations. Critical to operating cash flow is the cash cycle's revolution through
the working capital assets and liabilities. So, given its
pivotal role in the cash cycle, working capital is a good
place to begin.

Seedy's NWC increased by $74 million because of
more receivables and inventory from 1998 to 1999.Trade
credit also increased, but only by $55 million, which
wasn't enough to fund all of the $136 million expansion
in inventory and the additional $54 million in receivables.
From a banker's perspective, N W C represents the owner's
equity in these working assets, and, up to a point, that's a
good thing. Bank debt and trade credit shouldn't pay for
all the earning assets. Instead, the company should have
some of its own money at risk for these operating assets.
In fact, Seedy did have at risk $103 million of its own
money at 1998 fiscal year -end and $177 million at 1999
fiscal year -end. The question now is whether that's
enough. After all, net working capital expansion absorbs
cash that might otherwise be available to repay creditors.

WORKINGCAPITALFUNDAMENTALS
A company's working assets and the liabilities that fund
them are collectively referred to as working capital. Ideally, current assets are partly funded by current liabilities
and the remainder by the owners, so a banker's shorthand
way of quantifying the excess or net investment in current assets over current liabilities is to subtract current
liabilities from current assets to arrive at net working
capital (NWC).
Let's demonstrate this approach for Seedy, which sells
vegetable, flower, and grass seed to wholesalers and retailers. Seedy has established a reputation among analysts as
a reliable, predictable dividend payer and that return to
stockholders is an implicit part of its market price.
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NETWORKINGCAPITALANDSALESGROWTH
One way to gauge the appropriateness of net working capital is to relate it to sales. Sales growth usually requires more
working capital, as illustrated by Seedy's figures showing
sales up 4 8 % and N W C up 72% for fiscal year 1999:
FY99 sales $1,648

NWC $177

NWC /Sls 10.7%

FY98 sales

NWC 103

NWC/Sls 9.3%

1,113

Sales up 48% NWC up 72%
Change in NWC/Change in Sales = 74/535 = 13.8%
All things being equal, working capital should remain
proportional to sales, so the increase from 9.3% to 10.7%

of sales suggests that a bigger investment of inventory and
receivables was needed in 1999 to gain more revenues.
Although sales rose 48 %,it took 72% more N W C to support the sales growth, part of the N W C maintaining base
sales of $1,113 million and the $74 million remainder of
the N W C to fuel the $535 million increase in sales. Incrementally, the gain in N W C to the gain in sales was 13.8 %,
so it took 13.8 cents of new net working capital for every
new dollar of sales. Is this incremental investment too little or too much? One way to gauge the size is to compare
the company with its peers in the industry.

take receivables and inventory for collateral, but the borrower is typically better positioned to generate more cash
out of converting inventory to receivables to cash than
the lenders. The difference in the yield from a revolution
of this cash conversion cycle is the gap between a borrower realizing market value from its working assets and its
lenders squeezing out liquidation value from the same
assets. Of course, bankers don't want to get involved in
this level of detail, but, rather, they prefer to emphasize
the long -term view of the importance of operating cash
flows, financing flows, and investing flows. Investors also
share the same interest in the long -term perspective.

INDUSTRYCOMPARISONS
A common technique that bankers use to measure the
appropriateness of working capital investment is to compare the company's working capital ratios with the industry statistics published by Risk Management Associates
(RMA), formerly the Robert Morris Associates. Bankers
contribute financial statements to RMA's database in
order to maintain this source of information, which features hundreds of lines of business arrayed by both asset
and sales size. One particular advantage of the annual
RMA data is that its asset and sales classifications provide
data on many smaller, privately held companies that stock
analyst data don't cover.
Bankers also look to CFO magazine's annual working
capital survey. Its fourth annual 2000 survey compiled
data on working capital efficiency at 1,000 public companies with 1999 sales of more than $500 million. Although
lacking RMA's more than eight decades of data, CFO's
survey provides turnover information on receivables,
inventory, and cash by broad industry segments for large,
publicly traded firms.
Based on RMA information, Seedy falls into the 0181
SIC (Standard Industrial Classification) code. The RMA
data yields some preliminary observations about Seedy's
working capital management. Seedy keeps only about half
the cash that the industry does, a level that may reflect
Seedy's efficient cash management or its relative illiquidity. Also, the sales /net working capital ratio is a little lower
at Seedy despite its apparent lower N W C investment as a
percentage of total assets. When compared to sales, Seedy
just doesn't get as much sales per dollar of working capital as its industry counterparts. The bottom line: Seedy
has too much cash tied up in its receivables and inventory
working capital assets relative to its industry peers, so its
cash balances are lower than average.
Seedy's lower cash balances are of interest to bankers
because of the implications for loan repayment. Lenders

SEEDY'SNWCPROBLEMS
Since cash flow appears to be a problem, bankers are particularly interested in Seedy's most recent two years that
illustrate the adverse impact of its receivables and inventory growth on cash flow from operations:

Seedy'sIndirectCashFlow
Profit after taxes (PAT)
+depreciation
+amortization
traditional cash flow (TCF)
(incr) /decr: receivables
(incr) /decr: inventory
decr /(incr): accounts pay
decr /(incr): accrued expenses
decr /(incr): taxes payable
sub -tot (incr) /decr NWC
cash flow from operations (CFO)

1998

1999

36
22
16
74
(43)
(31)
24
67
(10)
7
81

63
29
31
123
(54)
(136)
55
33
4
(98)
25

Imagine the disappointment of the bankers using traditional cash flow as a gauge in 1999 (see sidebar, "Cash Flows:
Dollars and Sense," p. 42,for more on traditional cash flow).
These bankers expected $123 million of cash available to
repay their loans when instead they find that working capital
expansion has swallowed up $98 million and left them with
cash flow from operations of $25 million.
As its inventory and receivables growth outstripped
trade creditor credit, the gap between traditional cash
flow and cash flow from operations widened to almost
$100 million. This gap between the TCF perception and
the CFO reality is why bankers are more inclined to rely
on CFO's more accurate assessment of cash flow. Bankers
betting on $123 million to repay a $100 million loan
would be very disappointed in the actual $25 million
CFO, especially when examining the debt service requirements and trying to meet the basic principle that cash
flow available to service the debt (CASD) should be equal
Oct ob er 2 0 0 1
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to or greater than debt service (DS). In order to accurate-

ation of traditional cash flow called EBITDA (earnings

ly measure the cash flow poolavailable to cover principal

before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization).

and interest, bankers typically add back the interest

EBITDA is employed both as an estimate of core earnings

expense to cash flow from operations so all the debt ser-

cash flow and as a variable in bank loan covenants. Even

vice can be summarized in one place:

by this simplistic measure, Seedy comes up short.

79
—
10
13
—
102
2

—
10
1
—
43
70
2.63

L82

Seedy's cash available to service debt declined from a
comfortable 2.63 times in 1998 to a very thin 1.02 coverage in 1999. With CASD barely enough to cover debt service, there isn't much left over for capital expenditures,
working capital, and dividends, especially ifthe lenders
are anticipating more cash flow from the additional sales
that ultimately depend on expanding fixed assets and
working capital while mollifying investors with dividend
payments and stock price appreciation.

+depreciation
+amortization
traditional cash flow
+existing interest
+taxes
EBITDAbef extraord chg
+extraordinary charge
EBITDA
-taxes
-CAPEX
-(incr) /decr in wkg capital*
free cash flow(FCF)
-existing interest
-proposed interest
-existing principal
-proposed principal
-existing prfd div
-total debt service (DS)
excesscshflwavailable for
common dividends, acqtns,
share repurch, etc.

1998

1999

36
22
16
74
32
25
131
1
132
(25)
(73)
7
41
(32)

63
29
31
123
79
48
250
6
256
(48)
(91)
(98)
19
(79)
-

32

Seedy'sFCF($MM)
PAT

1)

(13)
-

25
79
104

—

1999

81
32
113

(

CASD /DS >_ 1.00

1998

—

cashflowfrom operations (CFO)
+existing interest expense
cash available to service debt (CASD)
-debt service (DS):
interest expense on existing debt
interest expense on proposed debt*
preferred stock dividends
principal on existing debt
principal on proposed debt
total principal, prfd div, and interest (DS)
excesscsh to payCAPEX, NWC, corn div

(10)
(43)

(10)
(102)

(2)

(83)

Seedy's problem is basic: It can't satisfy both the
bankers and investors. The following chart summarizes
the financial conflict between bankers and investors from
the viewpoint of stock market analysts who rely on a vari-

FCF /DS > 1.00
.95
.19
*Changes in working capital excludes changes in cash, notes
payable, current maturities of long -term debt.

Cash Flows: Dollars and Sense
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 95
(SFAS 95) established the current cash flow format to
replace the old sources and uses of funds statements
in 1987. Bankers lobbied hard for this change that segregates cash flows into operating, investing, and financing flows. In particular, operating cash flow is desirable
to lenders because of its incorporation of working capital changes into the income statement.
Before the implementation of SFAS 95 in 1987,
bankers and analysts used traditional cash flow (TCF)
as a proxy for cash flow to gauge debt repayment
capacity. TCF worked well enough for firms that had relatively slow, stable sales growth rates that generated
enough cash flow to support working capital expan-
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Sion, but as the economy accelerated in the postwar
period, traditional cash flow tended to overestimate
cash flow.
It became obvious that this approach didn't work in
1975. The nation's largest retailer, W.T. Grant, filed
bankruptcy in 1975 and became a financial poster child
for the campaign to disclose cash flows as its optimistic earnings reports masked a receivables collection
breakdown and too much unsold inventory in its new,
larger stores. Four months later, the creditors' committee voted for liquidation, and W. T. Grant ceased to
exist. Subsequent analysis of the company's financials
revealed that the company's cash flow from operations
was almost always negative from 1966 to 1975.

Seedy's options for improvement are several: It can
improve its profit margins, increase its revenue generation from its asset base, or reduce its taxes. Each of these
options can add real value to Seedy's market valuation as
well as improve its chances of bank financing.

SHAREHOLDERVALUEMODELS
Besides loans, more and more banks are adding investment banking services as well as linking trust and treasury management to augment their lending functions.
Loan officers are likely to operate as teams with product
specialists from the trust division and investment banking. If the company is a private company, valuation services become key to estate planning. If the firm is public,
investment bankers offer advice on strategies to increase
market value.
To arrive at a shareholder value, most valuation models
employ a discounted cash flow approach driven by several key variables. Alfred Rappaport's model, for example,
uses six variables or drivers: sales growth rate, operating
profit margin, tax rate, working capital investment, capital expenditures, and the cost of capital.
Rappaport's approach estimates the economic value of
an investment by discounting forecasted cash flows by the
cost of capital. In turn, these cash flows serve as the foundation for shareholder returns from dividends and share -price
appreciation. In order to determine shareholder value, you
must first determine the value of the total firm. This value
is composed of two parts: the present value of forecasted
cash flow from operations and the residual value, which
represents the present value of the business attributable to
the period beyond the cash flow forecast period.
Cash flow from operations is the difference between

cash inflows and cash outflows, and it can be expressed in
terms of the drivers mentioned previously:
Cash flow = cash inflow - cash outflow
where cash inflow = [(sales in prior year)(1 + sales growth
rate)(operating profit margin)(1 - cash income tax
rate),
and cash outflow = incremental capital expenditure +
incremental WC investment.
Each of these drivers is expressed in terms of sales:
• The sales growth rate is the annual percentage increase
in sales.
• The operating profit margin is the ratio of pre interest, pre -tax operating profit to sales, or
EBITDA /sales.
• Incremental capital expenditure is additional new
fixed assets needed to support the growth in sales, so
we subtract depreciation expense from the total capital expenditure to eliminate the fixed -asset component
for maintaining and replacing existing fixed assets.
• Incremental working capital investment is the additional working capital required to support new sales,
so it's a change in working capital /change in the sales
calculation.
• The cash income tax rate is usually the book income
tax expense less deferred tax changes divided by pretax income.
• The last driver, cost of capital, is the weighted average
of the costs of debt and equity.

ADDITIONALVALUE
We can summarize the impact of a change in working
capital investment on Seedy's stock price while holding
the other drivers constant. The base driver values are
drawn from Seedy's 1998 -1999 historical results (see
Figures 1 and 2 for the calculations):
cashflowandvaluationdrivers:

Base

-sales growth rate
-operating prft (ebitda /sales)
-tax rate (taxes/profit bef tax)
-wkg cptl invstmnt /sales
-CAPE( investment /sales
-cost of capital

15.0%
13.7%
41.0%
10.0%
25.0%
10.0%

NWC
same
same
same
15.0%
same
same

Man prke Y&Watlotr (Fires 1&2) WAS

$N.66

Decreasing working capital investment from 15% to
10% of sales would add $2.20 to Seedy's stock price. This
calculation shows the value of working capital manageOct ob er 2 0 0 1
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Figure 1: Base Valuation of $33.46 with 15% NWC
Seedy Corporation

ShareholderValue
ShareholderValuePerShare

$937
$33.46

Units: $OOOs
(all numbers are in m illions)

Year

SHA REHOLDER VALUE CALCULATION

1999

Sales (Year 0)

2000

G
P
T

See
key

F

2001

2002

2003

2004

1,648
15.0%

15.0%

15.0%

15.0%

15.0%

13.7%

13.7%

13.7%

13.7%

13.7%

41.0%

41.0%

41.0%

41.0%

41.0%

25.0%

25.0%

25.0%

25.0%

25.0%

W

15.0%

15.0%

15.0%

15.0%

15.0%

K

10.0%

10.0%

10.0%

10.0%

10.0%

5

5

below.

N
Mkt. Securities
Mkt. Value Debt
# of Shares

Year

5

5

5

10

10

10

10

10

1,007

1,007

1,007

1,007

1,007

28

28

28

28

28

2001

2004

1999

2000

2002

2003

1,648.0

1,895.2

2,179.5

2,506.4

2,882.4

3,314.7

Operating Costs

1,635.6

1,880.9

2,163.0

2,487.5

2,860.6
454.1

Sales
Operating Profit

259.6

298.6

343.4

394.9

Taxes

106.5

122.4

140.8

161.9

186.2

NOPAT

153.2

176.2

202.6

233.0

267.9

Incr. F

61.8

71.1

81.7

94.0

108.1

Incr. W

37.1

42.6

49.0

56.4

64.9

62.5

71.8

82.6

95.0

0.9091

0.8264

0.7513

0.6830

0.6209

PV of CF

49.4

51.6

54.0

56.4

59.0

Cum PV of CF

49.4

101.0

155.0

211.4

270.3

Residual Value (RV)

1,531.9

1,761.7

2,025.9

2,329.8

2,679.3

PV of Perpetuity RV

1,392.6

1,455.9

1,522.1

1,591.3

10.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

1,663.6
10.0

Corporate Value (CV)

1,452.0

1,566.9

1,687.1

1,812.7

1,944.0

Mkt Value of Debt

1,007.0

1,007.0

1,007.0

1,007.0

1,007.0

Shareholder Value (SHV)

$445.0

$559.9

$680.1

$805.7

$937.0

Share Price

$15.89

$20.00

$24.29

$28.77

$33.46

of change in sales, or the additional working capital needed to support the additional sales growth; K

-

cash tax rate, essentially accrual taxes adjusted for changes in deferred taxes and expressed as a

of change in sales, or the additional fixed assets needed to support the additional sales growth: W

40

of

change in work -

weighted average cost of debt and equity capital; cost

of debt based on current cost of new debt, not historic debt; cost of equity equals a risk -free rate plus an equity risk premium; N

-

%

of sales: T
%

operating profit as

change in capital expenditures as a

-

%

ing capital as a

-

annual sales growth rate; P

operating profit: F

-

G

=

Mkt. Securities

%

54.3

Discount Factor

-

Cash Flow (CF)

management's best estimate of the number

of years that investments can be expected to yield rates of return greater than the cost of capital.

ment and explains in part why both banks and the markets
pay so much attention to how well companies collect their
receivables, turn over their inventories, and pay their trade
creditors on time.
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ENDINGONAHIGHNOTE
Capital's okay with us as long as it works for you.
Efficient working capital management -the unsung hero
of finance -means more cash flow to repay bankers and

Figure 2: Alternate Value of $35.66 with 10% NWC
Seedy Corporation

ShareholderValue
ShareholderValuePerShare

$998
$35.66

Units: $000s
(all numbers are in millions)

Year

SHAREHOLDER VALUE CALCULATION

1999

Sales (Year 0)

2001

2000

2002

2003

2004

1,648

G

15.0%

15.0%

15.0%

15.0%

15.0%

P

13.7%

13.7%

13.7%

13.7%

13.7%

41.0%

41.0%

41.0%

41.0%

41.0%
25.0%

T

$�

below

25.0%

25.0%u

25.0%

25.0%

W

10.0%

10.0%

10.0%

10.0%

10.0%

K

10.0%

10.0%

10.0%

10.0%

10.0%

N

5

5

5

5

5

10

10

10

10

10
1,007

F

Mkt. Securities

1,007

1,007

1,007

1,007

28

28

28

28

28

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

1,648.0

1,895.2

2,179.5

2,506.4

2,882.4

3,314.7

Operating Costs

1,635.6

1,880.9

2.163.0

2,487.5

2,860.6

Operating Profit

259.6

298.6

343.4

394.9

454.1

Taxes

106.5

122.4

140.8

161.9

186.2

NOPAT

153.2

176.2

202.6

233.0

267.9

Incr. F

61.8

71.1

81.7

94.0

108.1

Incr. W

24.7

28.4

32.7

37.6

43.2

Cash Flow (CF)

66.7

76.7

88.2

101.4

116.6

Discount Factor

Mkt. Value Debt
# of Shares

Year
Sales

0.9091

0.8264

0.7513

0.6830

0.6209

PV of CF

60.6

63.4

66.2

69.3

72.4

Cum PV of CF

60.6

124.0

190.2

259.5

331.9

1,531.9

1,761.7

2,025.9

2,329.8

2,679.3
1,663.6

Residual Value (RV)

1,392.6

1,455.9

1,522.1

1,591.3

10.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

Corporate Value (CV)

1,463.2

1,589.9

1,722.3

1,860.8

2,005.5

Mkt Value of Debt

1.007.0

1.007.0

1.007.0

1,007.0

1.007.0

Shareholder Value (SHV)

$456.2

$582.9

$715.3

$853.8

$998.5

Share Price

$16.29

$20.82

$25.55

$30.49

$35.66

PV of Perpetuity RV
Mkt. Securities

G - annual sales growth rate; P - operating profit as % of sales; T - cash tax rate, essentially accrual taxes adjusted for changes in deferred taxes and expressed as a % of
operating profit; F - change in capital expenditures as a % of change in sales, or the additional fixed assets needed to support the additional sales growth; W - change in working capital as a % of change in sales, or the additional working capital needed to support the additional sales growth; K - weighted average cost of debt and equity capital; cost
of debt based on current cost of new debt, not historic debt; cost of equity equals a risk -free rate plus an equity risk premium; N - management's best estimate of the number
of years that investments can be expected to yield rates of return greater than the cost of capital.

more value to reward investors. Both are critical to your

Dev Strischek is managing director of corporate and com-

company's success. So improving collection practices,

mercial credit polity at Sun Trust Banks, Inc. in Atlanta.

inventory controls, and trade credit practices is a win /win

You can reach him at (404) 230 -5242 or at
Dev.Strischek@sun trust, com.

for your company, the bankers, and the investors. ■
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New Tax Law
BENEFITSBUSINESS
Here are some of the provisions your company can use.
BY

TIMOTHY

B.

BIGGART

AND

J.

WILLIAM

HARDEN

he Economic Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2001, signed
into law by President Bush in June, affects financial managers both in
their corporate responsibilities and their personal financial planning.
Most people already know tax rates are lower, and families may gain
additional financial advantages by saving for their children's education.
The new law also offers complex and significant changes for business. For example, requirements for paying estimated corporate taxes have been modified:
• The installment payment of estimated taxes, which normally was due in September 2001, was changed to October 1, 2001.

z

a

J
7

0

• Twenty percent of the installment ordinarily due in September 2004 will now be
J
J
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due October 1, 2004.
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Figure 1: 1U Contribution Limits

In the case of a presidential disaster declaration, tax
deadlines may be extended for 120 days instead of the
prior limit of 90 days.
Rules related to pensions and IRAs represent a welcome change as well. The retirement and pension reforms
represent a move toward encouraging retirement savings
and providing for more similar tax benefits across the differing types of plans.

IRASANDROTHS
The amount allowed as an annual IRA contribution
increases from $2,000 a year to $3,000 for the years 2002
to 2004, $4,000 for the years 2005 to 2007,and $5,000 in
2008 and later. What is more, people 50 years and older
can "catch up" by contributing an extra $500 for the years
2002 to 2005 and $1,000 for years 2006 and later (see Figure 1). The law also allows a cost -of -living adjustment in
later years, which overcomes the glaring oversight that
left the contribution limit unchanged since 1986.
The new law allows designated Roth contributions to
be electively deferred, but they are not excluded from
gross income. Rollovers are only allowed to other Roth
48
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accounts. As with standard Roth accounts, the participant
must wait five years for a qualified distribution. These
plans come into effect after December 31, 2005.
In order to encourage individual savings, a credit is
allowed for IRA and Roth IRA contributions up to
$2,000.The credit can be as high as 50 % of the contribution for people with low incomes and is phased out totally at $50,000 of the adjusted gross income (AGI) of
married people filing jointly and at $25,000 of AGI for
singles. Children under 18, dependents of others, and
full-time students are not eligible.
Certain distributions from a qualified plan or an IRA
account will offset the contribution during the testing
period of the two prior tax years and through the due
date of the return for the current year. This nonrefundable credit starts with the 2002 tax year.

PENSIONS,SIMPLES,ANDMORE
Defined benefit and defined contribution plans are also
affected favorably, starting next year. Defined benefit
plans allow for an increase in the amount of benefits,
from $90,000 to $160,000.For defined contribution

plans, the allowed contribution is increased from $30,000
to $40,000. Salary percentage limits remain in place for
defined benefit plans but are increased to 100% for
defined contribution plans.
Contribution limits to SIMPLE plans (savings incentive match plan for employees) increase as well. The limit
rises to $7,000 next year and increases yearly until 2005,
when it reaches $10,000. After that, $500 yearly cost -ofliving adjustments are allowed.
The amount employees may defer under a salary
reduction plan rises as well. The limit becomes $11,000 in
2002 and increases $1,000 a year until 2006, when it will
reach $15,000. After that, cost -of- living adjustments can
increase $500 a year.
Other changes starting next year include the availability of plan loans to sole proprietors, partners, and S corporation shareholders. The four -year "look back" is
removed, and officers are now considered key employees
if their compensation is greater than $130,000. For stock
bonus and profit - sharing plans, as well as other defined
contribution plans, the allowed deduction increases from
15% to 25% under this provision. As mentioned above,

Plans are allowed to
make"catch-up"
contributions for
qualifying members
who are 50 and over.
however, other provisions effectively increase the defined
contribution percentage limit to 100 %.
Small companies that want to establish pension plans
will benefit from a change that allows a credit for 50% of
qualified plan start -up costs. The credit is limited to $500
for each of the first three credit years only. The employer
cannot have more than 100 employees who received more
than $5,000 in compensation, and the plan must have at
least one participant. Carrybacks of the credit are not
allowed, and the plan must be established no earlier than
January 1, 2002.
Plans are allowed to make "catch -up" contributions for
qualifying members who are 50 and over. If the plan is a

401(k) or SIMPLE, they can contribute an extra $500 in
2002. The amount increases $500 a year to $2,500 for
2006 and after. For other types of plans, the amount is
$1,000 in 2002, increasing to $5,000 in 2006.
The Act also accelerates required vesting schedules. The
law now requires that cliff vesting (full vesting at one
point in time) occur at the end of three years instead of
five. Gradual vesting now must begin in year two with the
vested portion increasing in increments of 20% each year
through year six, when the employee must be 100% vested. This may not apply until as late as 2006 for plans
arranged through a collective bargaining agreement, but
it is effective in general for plan years beginning in 2002.
If an employee takes a hardship withdrawal, he or
she can contribute again in six months, instead of 12,
but a hardship distribution cannot be an eligible
rollover distribution.

ROLLOVERSANDCASH-OUTS
State and local government plans (457s) are now allowed
to roll over to other qualified plans. These rollovers can
be done trustee -to- trustee to avoid withholding requirements. A plan accepting rollovers must agree to separate
accounting of the amounts rolled in.
The rules for 403(b) plans are also expanded to allow
rollovers. Starting next year, surviving spouses can roll
qualifying amounts into plans such as 401(k)s instead of
being limited to IRAs.
Amounts can also be rolled from an IRA into an
employer plan. Previously, a conduit IRA was needed to
hold amounts between employer plans, keeping the funds
separate from contributions made by individuals. Nondeductible contributions cannot be rolled from an IRA into
a qualified plan. After -tax contributions can, however, be
rolled from one plan to another in a trustee -to- trustee
transfer.
In the case of 401(k)s, 403(b)s, and 457s, the Internal
Revenue Code was altered to replace the old "separation
from service" term with "severance from employment:'
This alleviates problems for people who have the same
job but a new employer after a merger or similar event.
They may now receive distributions from the old employer plan without violating the provisions.
Ordinarily, employers can "cash -out" employees who
have less than $5,000 in a plan. As of next year, rollovers
into the employer's plan will not be used in calculating
the present value of the nonforfeitable benefit. Therefore,
if an employee rolls money into a new employer's plan, it
will not count toward the minimum to avoid a possible
Oct ob er 2 0 0 1 1 STRATEGIC FINANCE
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"cash -out" if they quit or are fired before generating a
$5,000 benefit within the new plan.
Under prior law, 457s were subject to additional

requirements, but, as of next year, they are on equal footing with other qualified plans with respect to required
minimum distributions. In addition, in the case of government 457s,the distribution is included in income only
when actually paid. (In the case of tax- exempt organization 457s,the rule is when paid or otherwise made available to the participant.)
Many plans require distribution of account amounts
under $5,000 when employees terminate. To encourage
employees changing jobs to roll over these amounts, the
new law requires that distributions of more than $1,000
be rolled over into an individual plan unless the individual elects to receive the distribution. This makes distribution into an individual account, rather than a direct
payment to the employee, the default. The Secretary of
Labor will generate regulations within three years that
will provide a safe harbor that meets the fiduciary
requirements of ERISA. This provision becomes effective
after these final regulations are implemented.
In the past, companies were unable to deduct contributions made to a plan after the end of the year but
before the due date of the return. Unfortunately, when
companies changed their treatment of this type of contribution, the IRS often viewed it as a change of accounting
method. In the future, this will not be considered a
change in the accounting method.
Also, a new provision imposes a tax when plan amendments significantly reduce participants' benefits and the
participants are not given adequate information. The
maximum tax is $500,000. This applies to any defined
benefit plan or individual account plan subject to minimum funding standards. The tax is $100 per day of noncompliance with notice requirements, unless corrected
within 30 days, or when the failure to comply was not
known after using reasonable due diligence. The regulations will be simplified for plans with fewer than 100 participants or that allow the individual the choice of either
the new benefit formula or the old one.

ENDINGESOPS'FOIBLES
In order to prevent abuses, the rules allowing ESOPs
(employee stock ownership plans) to own S corporation
stock have been modified. There was concern that abusive
deferral of income could occur if significant benefits
accrued to "disqualified persons." Since the S corporation
passes through income, the income related to the S cor50
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poration shares held by the plan are not currently taxed.
The new rules impose a 50% excise tax when "disqualified persons" own more than 50 % of the shares in the S
corporation. Basically, a disqualified person is one
deemed to own, including shares owned by family members, 20% of the S corporation's stock or one deemed to
own 10% himself /herself.
Attribution rules that cause an individual to be treated
as owning related -party shares are applicable here. "Synthetic equity' (derivative security instruments that relate
to or can convert into S corporation shares), along with
the person's share of unallocated stock in the plan, will
count in determining the ownership percentage.
These rules generally apply starting in 2005.For ESOPs
established after March 14, 2001,and ESOPs established
before this date (in which the corporation does not have
an S election in effect on that date), however, the changes
are effective for plan years ending after March 14, 2001.
Starting next year, a deduction is allowed for dividends
paid on ESOP stock that are reinvested in employer stock.
Without this change, reinvested dividends would not have
been deductible. The IRS can disallow the deduction if it
can show tax avoidance or evasion.

RIDINGINTOTHESUNSET
The new tax law represents a substantial change, but a key
limitation is the sunsetting of its provisions after December 31, 2010.This effectively means that any of the provisions that are not acted on by Congress before this date
will expire, and the old law goes back into effect.
This presents a real problem to financial managers
attempting to minimize tax outlays. While it would be
unwise to deem any tax change permanent, the sunset
provisions make planning much more difficult.
In addition, Congress is already beginning partisan
debate over making permanent or repealing various
provisions of the Act. The authors hope that, at a minimum, these IRA and pension changes will be made
permanent though we are unwilling to hazard a guess at
the likelihood. ■
Timothy B. Biggart and J. William Harden are assistant
professors of accounting at the University of North Carolina
at Greensboro. Timothy can be reached by phone at (336)
334 -5647 or e-mail at - t_biggart @uncg.edu.
T he author s are not attor neys and s hould not be deemed to be
offering legal advice but are clarifying tax rules within the authorized practice of tax by accountants. T hose seeking specific advice regarding amending plans are referred to their legal counsel.

DERIVATIVESACCOUNTING
COMPLIANCE
CostUs$100,000
and1,200 Hours
BY G A D I S J . D I L L O N , C P A ;
R . NEALE M C M I C H A E L , C P A ; AND
MIC HAEL J. S AND EL IC H, C P A

TWOFINANCIALMANAGERSAND
APROFESSOREXPLAINHOWTHEY
COMPLIEDWITHSFASNO.133,
"ACCOUNTINGFORDERIVATIVE
INSTRUMENTSANDHEDGING
ACTIVITIES."

For us at ArvinMeritor, a large automotive supplier,
implementing the new generally accepted accounting
principles for derivatives and hedging activities was
highly time - consuming and costly, and not entirely
worth the effort. We spent more than $100,000 for
advisors, auditors, and training, plus 1,200 hours of
our time internally only to gather and report what
turned out to be limited amounts of information of
negligible value in our financial statements.
But the effort did help us improve our risk
management strategy.
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The Financial Accounting Standards Board's Statement
of Financial Accounting Standards (SFAS) No. 133,
"Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging
Activities," requires organizations to identify, recognize,
and value all derivative instruments as either assets or liabilities on their balance sheet. The ruling was issued in
June 1998 and, for us, took effect during the quarter
beginning October 1, 2000. ArvinMeritor, however, was
only created on July 7, 2000, which complicated our task
of implementing SFAS No. 133.
The company is the product of a merger between
Arvin Industries, Inc. and Meritor Automotive, Inc. (itself
a 1997 spinoff of Rockwell International's automotive
business). Today, ArvinMeritor, headquartered in Troy,
Mich., operates 150 manufacturing facilities in 26 countries and supplies vehicle systems and components to
every major automobile manufacturer worldwide.
We attempt to hedge our foreign exchange (FX) exposure
to currency fluctuation by using derivatives, e.g., currency
forward contracts (which lock in the price of a currency for
settlement at a specified future date). Our reporting currency is the U.S. dollar, but each of our local business unit's
bookkeeping and cash flows are in their local currency. We
use a variety of currencies for cross - border transactions,
such as purchases from independent suppliers and unconsolidated affiliates, sales to customers, and intercompany
transactions. Many locations have significant receivables
and payables denominated in currencies other than their
functional currencies. Currency hedges, however, are
entered into and administered only at the corporate level,
based on information the local unit provides.

PLANNINGFORIMPLEMENTATION
In early 2000,we, along with fellow managers, prepared a
plan to comply with the requirements of SFAS No. 133.
Essentially, the plan consisted of these seven steps:
1. Appoint the individuals responsible for implementing
SFAS No. 133.
2. Learn about the requirements of the pronouncement.
3. Identify all derivatives.
4. Determine whether each derivative is a hedge (the
gain or loss initially reported as a component of other
comprehensive income (outside earnings) and subsequently reclassified into earnings when the forecasted
transaction affects earnings).
5. Determine whether each hedge is "effective."
6. Determine the fair value of each derivative.
7. Gather and summarize the information for footnote
disclosure.
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Initially (and still pre- merger), ArvinMeritor's assistant
controller and treasurer took joint responsibility for overseeing the project, but soon the manager of international
accounting (Michael Sandelich, co- author of this article)
was asked to lead the detailed investigative and research
efforts. Ultimately, because most of the combined company's derivatives were foreign currency forwards that originated and were administered in the treasury office, Mike
was transferred from the accounting department to the
treasury department and took the position of director of

Although implementing
SFAS No. 133 yielded
negligible financial
disclosure, we scrutinized
our financial
risk management
company -wide and
learned we could
effectively expand our use
of derivatives by
employing options as well
as currency forwards.
financial risk management and international treasury.
Mike's assumption of this task provided some continuity
for the project as the two companies underwent management realignments. In 2000, Arvin, Meritor, and Arvin Meritor had five different treasurers. Other individuals
from the treasury and accounting departments, as well as
individuals from the procurement and marketing areas,
were part of the "133" team.
The merger impacted our corporate financial risk management policy. While both Arvin and Meritor had been
active in hedging FX exposure, there were differences in
their respective approaches to currency risk management.
Arvin, on a consolidated basis, had used currency forwards

principally to hedge anticipated transactions (i.e., purchase
and sale commitments up to one year in the future) and
foreign subsidiary net income. Meritor had primarily
hedged existing assets and liabilities (past transactions
resulting in receivables or payables denominated in foreign
currencies). Further, Meritor had hedged individual transactions entity by entity. Arvin had netted all anticipated
transactions and only hedged its company -wide net exposures. These separate approaches had to be reconciled and
a new policy established for the merged company. (Currently, we have established the policy of hedging net forecasted cash flows and balance sheet items —for each
subsidiary, aggregated — exceeding $500,000).
Our first task was to learn about SFAS No. 133.The
treasury and accounting department members of the
team attended seminars and other educational sessions
about SFAS No. 133 sponsored by Greenwich Treasury
Advisors, Executive Enterprises, EuroFinance, Financial
Executives International, several banks, and our external
auditors, Deloitte & Touche. D &T gave us access to their
technical accounting standards group at their national
office and supplied us with various publications about
SFAS No. 133.In addition, having D &T involved
with SFAS No. 133 helped with the year -end audit.

IDENTIFYINGALLDERIVATIVES
Perhaps our most challenging step was to identify all
derivatives. Because all currency forwards were executed
and administered in the corporate office, identifying
these was not an issue. But SFAS No. 133s definition is
broad and encompasses leases, sales and purchase agreements, and insurance contracts. In addition, the Statement says that contracts that aren't themselves derivatives
can have derivatives embedded in them.
To determine whether the local units had derivatives,
we designed a survey form and sent it to all local controllers and purchasing managers. Designing the survey
was somewhat of a challenge since many of our non -U.S.
personnel don't speak English fluently and weren't familiar with SFAS No. 133.In the search for derivatives, members of our implementation team and the overseas
controllers held follow -up conversations.
Initially, we were concerned that many existing open purchase and sales commitments would meet the definition of derivatives. But these commitments were
associated with purchases in the normal course of business. The Statement of Financial Accounting Standards
No. 138,"Accounting for Certain Derivative Instruments
and Certain Hedging Activities —an amendment of FASB

Statement No. 133,"says that contracts such as these,
which are associated with normal purchases and sales,
where product delivery occurs, are not derivatives.
Perhaps our biggest implementation issue, from a
dollar perspective, was the discovery of a derivative
embedded in a firm purchase commitment between a
wholly owned (consolidated) subsidiary operating in
Thailand and an unconsolidated affiliated company —in
which we have no majority ownership or control —in
South Africa. This firm purchase commitment was
unusual in that, while the Thai subsidiary's functional
currency was the Thai bhat and the affiliate's was the
South African rand, the purchase commitment was
denominated in U. S. dollars. After much discussion,
including consultation with several experts, we concluded
that this was a significant embedded derivative for the
Thai subsidiary and the South African affiliate. Based on
this experience, we made further efforts to identify similar derivatives embedded in contracts, although none
were found.
We did discover another derivative, unrelated to currency forwards: an interest -rate swap entered into by a
domestic subsidiary. This instrument swapped a fixed for
a variable interest -rate obligation, based on the unit controller's expectation of lowered future interest rates. The
swap was terminated before October 1, 2000 —our
implementation date of SFAS No. 133.So it wasn't an
issue for us.

DETERMININGHEDGEEFFECTIVENESS
While we use currency forwards to reduce the risk associated with foreign currency transactions, we do not designate most of these derivatives as hedges. In order to treat
a derivative as a hedge, according to SFAS No. 133,hedge
effectiveness must be formally evaluated and documented. Since most of our derivatives currently outstanding
are associated with actual, booked transactions, we concluded that establishing hedge effectiveness would require
extensive, costly efforts unjustified by the results. In addition, most of the derivatives mature before the end of the
quarter in which they are executed, and the impact on
earnings is immaterial. Any changes in the fair values of
the derivatives are reported on the income statement.
We have a small number of derivatives associated with
company commitments, which are designated as hedges.
These fair -value hedges are appropriately treated as
hedges because the amount and timing of currency flows
exactly match the amount and timing of the flows of the
continued on page 67
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TrimCitesCommunityBank
A BALANCED SCORECARD CASE
By TOM A L B R I G H T , STAN DAVIS, A N D A L E E C I A H I B B E T S

CaseA.BALANCEDSCORECARDDEVELOPMENT
Tri - Cities Community Bank (TCCB) is located in the Midwest U.S. and has a total of 10
branches grouped into two divisions —the southern division (SD) and the northern division
(ND). Each division consists of five branches; each branch employs a branch president,
branch vice - president /chief loan officer, customer service representatives, loan representatives, mortgage loan originators, head tellers, tellers, and administrative assistants. All
branches are located within a 60 -mile radius.
TCCB has enjoyed strong financial success over
the past few years but continues to look for ways to
improve its performance. The strategic direction of
the bank is reviewed annually at a meeting of top
bank officials and outside consultants. The purpose
of the meeting is to outline the vision and mission
of the bank and to ensure all top managers understand and agree on the direction of the organization. In 1997,TCCB management adopted the
master strategy of balancing profits with growth to
ensure the bank remains an independent entity
existing to provide quality service and products to
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an increasingly diverse customer base.
Chris Billings recently was promoted from marketing director to SD president. The promotion
came just as Chris finished her evening Master of
Business Administration (MBA) degree in December 1999.As part of her graduate studies, she was
introduced to the balanced scorecard (BSC), a performance measurement system that directs decision
makers toward long -term value- creating activities.
Chris thought the BSC could be used to improve
the financial performance of TCCB. In late December 1999,she approached the chief executive officer

(CEO) and requested permission to implement the new
program.
TCCB's CEO was apprehensive about the new program. His reluctance stemmed from his own unfamiliarity with the BSC and Chris's short tenure as SD president.
The CEO also was concerned about whether Chris's ideas
would be accepted by the ND president and ND branch
employees. Finally, he was uncertain about the BSCs benefits. At the same time, however, the CEO didn't want to
respond negatively to Chris's first efforts as SD president.
To appease Chris without totally committing the bank to
implement the BSC, the CEO agreed to allow Chris to

begin the process of developing the BSC in the five
branches of her division. In turn, Chris agreed to make a
presentation to the CEO and the bank's Board of Directors in three months. In this meeting, Chris would present BSC concepts and how she planned to use the
program to improve the financial performance of her
branches. Given the short period of time to design a pilot
study, Chris wondered how she could convince the Board
of Directors to give her permission to implement the
BSC. She knew she must convince the SD branch presidents of its value.
On January 7, 2000, Chris met with her branch presidents to discuss the BSC program and enlist their help in
developing balanced scorecards for their branches. She
began the meeting by distributing a handout (Table 1)
that highlighted the key objectives of the BSC. She used
the handout to inform the branch presidents of the four
business "perspectives" (categories of measures to be
included on the BSC). The example measures she included on the handout were from a hospital that had implemented the BSC. Because she didn't have example
measures from a bank using the BSC, she wanted to show
measures from another service industry for the branch
presidents to consider. As the handout shows, the hospital
uses operating margin and cost per case as their primary
financial measures, recommendation ratings from outgoing patients and discharge timeliness information as customer measures, length of stay and readmission rate
(patients being admitted again for the same injury or illness) for the internal business measures, and employee
training and retention measures in the learning and
growth perspective. She then instructed the branch presidents to work together to develop meaningful measures
to be included on branch BSCs. Although each branch
would eventually develop a branch - specific scorecard,
Chris believed the branches were similar enough to allow
branch presidents to work together initially. The group
was to meet again in six weeks to discuss their progress in
developing branch BSCs.
The group meeting on February 25, 2000, did not go as
well as Chris had hoped. While the branch presidents had
done a good job of identifying areas that needed attenOct ob er 2 0 0 1 1 STRATEGIC FINANCE
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Table1: Key Bus iness P er s pec tives a nd Lea d /L a g Indic a t or s '
KEY B U S I N E S S P E R S P E C T I V E S
Financial Perspective—How do we look to our shareholders?
• The financial objectives of the organization serve as the focus of all activities. Every measure selected for a balanced scorecard should be part of a causal chain that results in improved performance on financial objectives.
• Some examples of financial perspective objectives in the hospital industry include operating margins, cost per
case, and capital fund - raising.
Customer Perspective—How do customers view us?
• Organizations must identify key customers and market segments. Organizations must also determine how they add
value for customers and seek to deliver better products and services that are tailored to specific customer needs.
• Some examples of customer perspective objectives in the hospital industry include improved recommendation
ratings and discharge timeliness.
Internal Business Perspective—At what must we excel?
• Organizations identify those processes that must be improved or created in order to reach the objectives of the
customer and financial perspectives.
• Some examples of internal business perspective objectives in the hospital industry include reducing the readmission rate (for the same medical condition) and increasing the doctor -to- patient contact time.
Learning and Growth Perspective—How do we continue to improve and create value?
• To achieve the lofty standards set in the previous three objectives, organizations must invest in their people and infrastructure. For this perspective, organizations identify where resources are needed and craft a plan to enable its
employees to achieve the objectives of the other perspectives.
• Some examples of learning and growth perspective objectives in the hospital industry include increased employee
training and retention, improved information technology systems, and adequate staffing for all shifts.
LEAD AND LAG I N D I C A T O R S
Nonfinancial measures (NFMs) selected in the customer, internal business process, and learning and growth perspectives
serve as lead indicators of improvement in financial objectives because improvement in these NFMs often "lead" or precede the improvement observed in financial measures. Likewise, the financial measures selected in the financial perspective are often called lag indicators because improvement in these financial measures often "lags" or comes after the improvement in the NFMs.
'For additional inform ation see Kaplan and Norton's Translating Strategy into Action: The Balanced Scorecard (1996) and The Strategy- Focused Organization (2001).
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will

performance

lowing manner: If learning improves, then internal
processes will improve. If internal processes improve, then
customer value will increase. If customer value increases,
improve. Financial performance is the ultimate evaluation of a firm's strategy. If
financial performance improves significantly, the firm's
strategy is successful. Thus, if the strategy is good, the
measures of the nonfinancial perspectives will be lead
indicators of increasing value that will ultimately be
proven by improved financial measures.
Table 2 provides a list of performance measures developed by the branch presidents and notes Chris took during meetings with them. Figure 1 illustrates a sample
cause- and -effect chain. For example, as shown in Figure
1, if employees receive training in sales effectiveness, customer service, product profitability, and local bank
knowledge, they will be better equipped to provide customers with higher - quality service. TCCB measures the
effectiveness of the training programs by having

financial

tion within each branch, the information presented
could, at best, only be considered as raw materials necessary to build a BSC program. Much work was needed
prior to implementing the program.
With time running out, Chris grew concerned about the
scheduled meeting with the Board of Directors on March
31. She had nothing concrete to present at the meeting and
worried she might not receive permission to pursue the
program if she did not make a solid presentation to the
Board. Chris's goal is to present a group of quantifiable
measures that are linked through causal relationships and
that lead to improvement of key financial measures.
One of the primary benefits of the BSC comes through
mapping the causal relationships from nonfinancial performance measures to the three primary financial measures the bank monitors. Nonfinancial measures are
categorized into three perspectives: Learning and Growth,
Internal Business Processes, and Customer Focus. The
cause and effect linkages in the BSC will occur in the fol-

Table2: Performance Measures for TCCB

Balanced Scorecards
Outstanding Loan Balances
Deposit Balances
Number of Products per Customer
Number of New Customers
Noninterest Income (NII)— income earned from fees on
services and products provided by the bank. NII includes
fees associated with CDs, ATM cards, insurance policies,
lock boxes, annuities, brokerage accounts, checking accounts, and travelers' checks.
New Loans Created
New Accounts
New Products Introduced
• Employee Training Hours
• Customer Satisfaction
• Customer Retention
• Employee Satisfaction
• Sales Calls to Potential Customers
• Thank -You Calls /Cards to New & Existing Customers
• Employee Turnover
• Referrals — referrals occur when an employee suggests a
customer see another branch employee for more information about a product
• Cross - Sells— selling multiple products to a customer
when the customer comes in for only one product
Notes from Branch Presidents' Meetings
The most important financial measures are loan balances,
deposit balances, and noninterest income. Everything we
do should be aimed toward improving these three financial
measures.
Customer satisfaction must be improved. Because we
are a small community bank, we rely on delivering quality
services with a "hometown" feel. We rely on word -of -mouth
advertising as much as we do radio and newspaper ads.
Our employees must have training in several different areas, including sales techniques, customer service, and
product knowledge/ profitability. This type of training would
improve the interactions between our employees and customers, allowing tellers and Customer Sales Representatives to recognize customer needs and make more effective
referrals and new product offerings.
employees take in -house tests on various training topics.
By increasing employee knowledge and skills, higher quality referrals and cross -sell proposals will take place,
leading to higher customer satisfaction and greater customer retention. Maintaining the current customer base
provides the basis for growth in deposit and loan balances, while a greater number of successful referrals and
cross -sells increase noninterest income.
Chris wants to prepare a series of cause - and - effect
chains to illustrate to the Board of Directors how the BSC
can be used to improve performance on three key financial measures: loan balances, deposit balances, and nonin-

terest income. She knows that any program emphasizing
improvement in these three measures has a strong chance
of receiving approval.

REQUIREMENTS
Prepare a presentation for the Board of Directors that
explains how the BSC may be used to help TCCB achieve its
strategic goals. Include in your presentation the following:
1. A table that categorizes each of the measures in Table
2 into one of the four BSC perspectives. State why you
placed a measure in a particular perspective.
2. Two cause - and - effect chains similar to the one shown
in Figure 1. Use the measures listed in Table 2, or suggest other measures you feel are appropriate. Be sure to
include a Causal Chain Explanation with your answer.

CaseB.ASSESSINGFINANCIALIMPROVEMENT
The presentation to the Board of Directors was well
received, and Chris secured permission for a pilot study
of the BSC in the five SD branches. She had one year to
convince the CEO and Board of Directors of the BSC's
ability to improve branch performance. During the year,
all five SD branches implemented the BSC, but each
manager brought his or her individual style to the implementation process.
Now, the one -year trial period is over, and Chris has
collected data to determine whether the program was
successful. Because no unusual business situations
occurred during the year, Chris believes any changes in
performance among the adopting branches can be attributed to the BSC. Table 3 reports financial data on loan
balances, deposit balances, and noninterest income for
the periods ended June 30, 2001, and June 30, 2000,
respectively. The SD branches, Branches A -E in Table 3,
began their BSC programs on July 1, 2000.
As part of her program assessment, Chris interviewed
several employees at each branch.1 The interviews are
summarized below.

BRANCHA
Customer service representative —Mary Richards:
One reason for implementing the BSC is to help us reach
our branch goals. Everyone understands that our strategy
is to balance loans, deposits, and Certificates of Deposit
with growth. For example, to create greater loan volume,
we are willing to accept a lower profit margin on each
loan. The BSC helps clarify our strategy.
Loan representative —Mike Moore:
We have to work at our scorecard measures. They're not
Oct o b er 2 0 0 1
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FigureL•

Cause-and-Effect Chain Illustration for TCCB

LEARNING AND GROWTH
PERSPECTIVE

INTERNAL- BUSINESS
PERSPECTIVE

CUSTOMER
PERSPECTIVE

FINANCIAL
PERSPECTIVE

Causal Chain Explanation:

If employees receive training in sales effectiveness, customer service, product profitability, and local bank knowledge,
then they can provide better customer service and higher- quality interactions with existing clients. TCCB employees will
be better able to ascertain the needs of customers, thereby making higher - quality referrals and cross -sell proposals to
customers, and customers will be more satisfied and choose to continue banking with TCCB. Increased referrals or
cross -sales increase noninterest income and provide the basis for growth in deposit and loan balances.
easy, but they are realistic. The process seems fair because
my measures are just as hard as the other scorecards I've
seen. Of course, the measures on my co- workers' scorecards
may be different from mine, but everyone has to work hard.

scorecard. Its purpose is to promote teamwork among
tellers, loan officers, and customer service representatives.
Also, it helps everyone understand our goals and how to
reach them.

Head teller —Paul Franks:

Mortgage loan originator — Debbie Hansen:

If we meet or exceed our targets, we are eligible to earn
cash bonuses. Each month the top performers are recognized and rewarded. There's also a $1,000 reward per
quarter to the individual who performs the best on his or
her scorecard.

The scorecard taught us how everyone has a part in achieving branch goals by selling, cross- selling, serving as a communication port, and making customers feel welcome.
Management wanted a lot of employee feedback when we
were deciding to start the BSC. They wanted to be sure
we knew about the program.

BRANCHB

Administrative assistant —Lou Martin:

Loan representative—Pamela Wise:

When we reach our BSC goals as a branch on a quarterly
basis, we throw a big party. Individually, we can earn time
off, up to a day every two months, if we do well on the
BSC. Unfortunately, some of my scorecard measures are
next to impossible to achieve.

As I understand it, the BSC is a tool to measure our progress
in achieving the goals established by management. In our
case, we want to meet the financial needs of a growing community yet keep a small-town feeling to our services.
Teller—Glenda Smalley:

Some of my scorecard measures are challenging but no
more so than the other scorecards I have seen. The measures are difficult but not unattainable. I think the BSC is
being used to encourage us to do better. We are rewarded
when we improve. For example, our performance on the
BSC helps to determine our year -end bonuses as well as
promotions and raises.

BRANCHD:

BRANCHC:

Customer service representative —AI Taylor:

Customer service representative —Bill Sorensen:

My scorecard measures are not impossible; they are fair. All
of our measures are probably about the same difficulty.

Sure, I understand why we implemented the balanced
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Loan representative —Gary Smith:

As I understand it, the BSC is for charting growth. We
had to determine which measures were important to
the company. Thus, our branch manager asked a few
questions when we were deciding which measures to
include on the scorecards. I think she helped focus our
ideas.

Table3: Branch Performance on Key Financial Indicators
AS OF JUNE 30, 2000

AS OF JUNE 30, 2001

BRANCH

LOAN
BALANCE
(MILLION$)

DEPOSIT
BALANCE
(MILLION$)

NONINTEREST
INCOME(Nil)
(THOUSAND$)

LOAN
BALANCE
(MILLION$)

DEPOSIT
BALANCE
(MILLION$)

NONINTEREST
INCOME(Nil)
(THOUSAND$)

A

39.3

85.1

476.0

35.9

77.0

411.0

B

58.1

104.5

428.0

49.7

101.4

399.0

C

63.7

136.3

529.0

56.1

124.0

474.0

D

46.7
54.4

93.1

291.0
343.0

45.1

86.7

276.0

109.3

108.2

344.0

87.5

345.0

53.9
41.9

88.5

335.0

115.2

498.0
230.0
293.0

64.5
32.7
50.8

114.8
77.8
91.6

477.0
233.0
280.0

589.0

68.0

145.0

571.0

E
F
G
H
1
J

42.9
64.5
33.2
51.1
71.2

78.2
93.7
150.8

There are some incentives to achieve our goals. For example, we can earn $50 each month if we meet our individual
BSC goals. Our branch president is always looking for better ways to reward us for good BSC performance.

BRANCHE
Loan representative -Ann Stone:

In our branch, the BSC is to keep track of what we're
doing and to compare our performance with others. I
don't see it as a big deal. I reached all of my goals within
two months of starting the program.
Teller -Pete Jones:

I think the scorecard is used just to keep up with people's
activities. I'm not sure any tangible rewards are associated
with my performance on the BSC. If I do poorly, I'll
probably be fired, however. On the other hand, keeping
my job may be considered a tangible reward.

what went right and what went wrong during the pilot
study in the SD branches.

REQUIREMENTS
1. Prepare an analysis to determine whether the BSC
appears to have had an effect.
2. Summarize your results in a presentation appropriate
for the Board of Directors.
3. Identify differences in implementation quality that
may explain variation in performance among
branches A -E. What implementation recommendations would you make to ND managers who are considering adopting the balanced scorecard?
Please prepare your response to Cases A and B in the
form of a 15- minute video presentation. ■
1 Most excerpts are actual comments gathered from interviews assessing a balanced scorecard implementation.

Administrative assistant- Daniel Hughes:

We didn't get to participate very much in developing our
scorecards. Management just came in one day and told us
about the new performance measurement system.

Tom Albright is the J. Reese Phifer Faculty Fellow at Culver -

Loan representative -Tim Vines:

Talbrigh@cba.ua.edu.

I've read that the scorecard is supposed to help companies with their strategy. It's difficult to get an idea of our
strategy from management. Maybe what I do helps us
achieve our strategic goals -who knows?
Chris believed the BSC had been a success. She
expressed her confidence to the CEO about winning
Board approval for her plan to expand the BSC to all
branches. Yet she understood the Board would require
hard evidence before approving a plan. Chris also understood she must be prepared to answer questions about

house School ofAccountancy, University ofAlabama,
Tuscaloosa, Ala. He can be reached at (2 0 5 )

348 -2908

or

Stan Davis is an assistant professor ofaccountancy at
Babcock Graduate School ofManagement, Wake Forest
University, Winston - Salem, N.C. He can be reached at
(336 ) 75 8 -4 492

or stan.davis @mba.wfu.edu.

Aleecia Hibbets is a doctoral student at Culverhouse School

ofAccountancy, University ofAlabama. She can be reached
at (205)

348 -0149

or ahibbets @cba.ua.edu.
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JUNKBUSTERS.COM

ther, there are relatively inex-

Offers techniques for protecting yourself from
junk e-mail, junk mail, telemarketing, and privacy- invading marketing. www.junkbusters.com

pensive firewall programs for

restaurants?
A line that leaped out in
Ann's column claimed, "Identity theft has become the
fastest - growing crime in the

the versions is free. (See
you want to go one step fur-

small businesses and individual users that are fairly

United States." If that's true,

sophisticated. (Three of these

then the most dangerous per-

are also reviewed in Tools.)

son in America is the underpaid IRS

Be Batman

clerk with weakened ethics. He

The commonsense approach to the

ever you can use passwords, choose

spends his day perusing boxes of

problem is to follow a couple of basic

a good one. As a general rule, any

documents with account information,

rules. Remain anonymous. Remember

password that can be found in a dic-

addresses, and social security num-

your cloak and mask. When you go

tionary is bad. Your dog, or nephew's

bers, and he already has a built -in vic-

online, be aware that the sites you

name, even spelled backwards, is

And don't forget the mask. When-

tim selector (Line 22 —total income).

visit can gather a lot of information on

easy to search with a hacker's dic-

Give that guy an evening course in

you —your IP address, which browser

tionary tool. If you want to use

memory training, and it's all over.

you use, your operating system, how

names, mix numbers in the middle or

many pages you have visited in the

on the ends. Good passwords are let-

Number, Please

present window, whether you allow

ters and numbers together.

Instead of panicking, perhaps it's

cookies, what plug -ins you have and

time to take a closer look at the rea-

even some programs, who owns your

letter: Never give your social security

son we are vulnerable to identity

network, and, by traceroute, how you

number or other personal information

theft. Forty percent of the problem is

got to their site. That's before you

over the phone. Just tell the caller

that we identify each other with a

begin to type in any additional infor-

number. Sixty percent of the problem

you never transact business over the
phone, and they can send you the

is that the number that ultimately is

information. They probably won't. Get

our name (social security number)
can't be changed. Compromised,
stolen, published on the Internet —
you're stuck with it no matter what.
We need, as a society, to get away
from what is convenient for computers to what is, at least for now, more
difficult to compromise. Biometric
identification, for instance— fingerprint and hand scans, voice and reti-

Separate yourself
from the crowd...
Become a CMA(Certified
Management Accountant) or CFM
(Certified in Financial Management)
Let Lambers show you how you can
achieve these goals fight in your own home!

Lanl"3
CMA/CFM REVIEW

nal scans, and, when perfected, face

For information or sample video
CALL 1- 800 - 272 -0707

scans. For the time being, it's a good

www.lamberscpa.com

idea to be careful, but for gosh sakes
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Other useful advice in Linda Foley's

your phone number removed from
telemarketing lists by calling (888)
567 -8688. Destroy papers you don't
need that have account information.
To keep up on what's happening in
the changing world of privacy, check
out the information centers listed in
the box to the left, and pay attention
to what Congress is considering concerning privacy rights. I don't think it's
time to panic, but just in case, I'll
bring home a bag of shredded paper
from the office and use it to garnish

Circle No. 22

don't panic.
64

cloaking software. Really,

the garbage I put out by the road. ■

Neal Hannon, Editor

XBRL

XBRL: Not Just for Financial .Statements Anymore
RECENTLY, A READER E- MAILED THE FOLLOWING QUESTION: I have a question

concerning the expected development ofXBRL and would like your honest opinion. Everyone
has been talking about XBRL for ages. Why does it take so long to get on track? I thought
software companies these days can program products very fast i
fthey have to. So what is the
actual problem?
XBRL.org's initial focus was to get an XML -based system of markup tags for financial statements up and running. Defining how to represent financial facts, such as
cash, inside the rules of XML 1.0 resulted in the creation
of the XBRL specification (the rules for XBRL
creation) and the XBRL taxonoi
set of tags to describe individua
nancial facts). The first set of
XBRL tags targeted the needs
for external financial reporting for commercial and industrial companies.
Think for a minute about
the total dollars a company
must spend to be in business. After paying salaries, facilities and energy costs, raw
materials, if any, and communication costs, very little by comp
son is spent on external financi,
porting. So when an industry -w
sortium comes calling focusing on saving time
and money on the production of external financial statements, the reception in the boardroom is cool. There just
isn't enough money to be saved in external reporting for

most CEOs and CFOs to get excited. That situation will
change soon, however.
Several movements on the horizon will drive the
adoption of XBRL. First, with the approval of the new
XBRL for general ledger (XBRL GL) later this
businesses will finally have a
hey can use internally to ad-ss business reporting needs.
(BRL GL is an agreement on
how to represent accounting
and after- the -fact operation
information — anything that
is found in a chart of accounts, journal entries, or
historical transactions, financial and nonfinancial —
and transfer it to and from a
.ata hub or communicate it in
ita stream. This means that all
ss facts typically found in a
ger can now be tagged in
XBRL, freeing up the data for analysis.
The second movement is happening on the governmental scene. Although precious little can be said
about what is said behind closed doors, several govOc t o b e r 2 0 0 1
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ernmental agencies are having internal discussions about XBRL. By
late 2001 and 2002, you will see
experimental filings in XBRL for
major governmental filing requirements. As companies gear up for
electronic filing in XBRL, new
software products will come on
board that make a compelling case
for business -wide adoption. One

such product, recently introduced
by e- Numerate Solutions, Inc., is
already here.

e- Numerate announces a
Suite of XBRL Products
e- Numerate announced a suite of
XBRL products that create, maintain, and report XBRL- formatted
financial data. The software con-

You'll Feel Almost As Comfortable
Taking The CMA/CFM Exam As You Did
Studying For It.

A1readY a
CMAj Framic

d
nehode
r

,

v✓ ✓our d ge t tvvo

PEFRE y!ashltet

WyvWfo

Lett think — You can study for your

CMA/CFM Exam in a generic seminar, or
simply by 'hitting the books; with no
personalized help and no promise you'll
pass all or any part of the exam.
Or. You can sit down at your discretion
for a one -on -one, interactive power study
session with the test review that guarantees you'll pass.*
MicroMash brings you never - available
before features like built -in on -disk

We also offer reviews f or the
CPA, CIA, and CISA Exams.

t "15-

personal instructor and tutor, customized
study session analysis, TexTutorO onscreen help, exam overview and prep tips,
immediate full -text answers to every
question and a completely individualized
study method.
In fact, only The MicroMash Way® lets
you study for your CMA/CFM Exam the
same way you take it on the computer.

...

Old way vs. new way.
It's way easy to call this one.

J

1- 800 - 272 -PASS
Ref# 2232

MicroMash°
At Your Own Pace In lien Oun Spucc
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verts data from existing legacy systems and creates custom tags of
XBRL, called taxonomies. This information is mapped to an existing
chart of accounts creating XBRL
for all internal accounts. The XBRL
mapper can also be set to pull
company financial data from multiple internal data sources. The
next step is XBRL builder. A simple
drag and drop of needed report elements creates a document that
marries company data with XBRL
coding. XBRL report generator
completes the package by producing standard XML reports for easy
viewing.
A demo version of the e- Numerate
XBRL suite of products is available at
www.xbrl orgltools.htm, the XBRL
Educational Resource Center at
Bryant College (web.bryant.edu/
—xbr✓),✓and✓at www.e - numerate.com.
Anyone interested in knowing how
XBRL really works should visit. Software products, like e- Numerate's,
make XBRL essential to organizations that want to get the most out of
their✓business✓reporting✓data.✓■
Neal Hannon has been writing
and giving seminars about the
Internet since 1996. He developed
IMA's Internet Essentials for
Financial Professionals, which has
been delivered 50 times throughout the U.S. He is a member ofthe
IMA's Information Technology
Committee. Hannon has written a
book, The Business of the Internet, as well as numerous articles
for business magazines. He joined
the XBRL.org steering committee
in July 2000 and in August was
named IMA's voting representative. In September, he was
appointed co -chair of XBRL.org's
education committee.

DERIVATIVESACCOUNTINGCOMPLIANCE
continued from page 53
commitments. Effectiveness is proven and documented,
and hedge treatment per SFAS No. 133 is used.
Since our derivatives consist exclusively of currency
forwards, determining fair value is less complex than if
other types of derivatives are present. The forwards are
generally market - traded, meaning that valuations are
readily available from the electronic financial press, e.g.,
Bloomberg and Reuters. A few of the forwards, primarily
non -U.S. dollar cross derivatives, are not quoted so we
use a less direct valuation method. For these, we calculate
forward exchange rates from forward rates between both
currencies and the U.S. dollar and value the derivatives
accordingly.

IMPACTONOPERATIONS
We found that SFAS No. 133's requirements impacted
some operating decisions. Also, we changed some financial accounting policies and procedures either to comply
with SFAS No. 133 or as a result of new information that
surfaced from our extensive effort to accumulate and
report the required information.
We use currency forwards to hedge currency risk in
actual, booked transactions, but we elect not to consider
these forwards as hedges under SFAS No. 133.The "non hedge" category is easier to account for, and the incremental financial statement impact resulting from
"forward points" (interest rate differentials between currencies) isn't significant— inasmuch as the hedges generally mature in fewer than three months forward.
Perhaps more important, we adopted a minimum level
of exposure that we will hedge by using currency forwards. Only to the extent that a unit's cumulative exposures are in excess of $500,000 in a particular currency do
we consider hedging them with a forward contract. Thus,
we assume a higher level of exchange risk but reduce our
transaction costs. For internal purposes, we do not hedge
individual subsidiary exposure to the extent that the
exposure is offset by opposite exposure at another subsidiary. We had considered making the parent company a
"currency broker" to hedge individual subsidiary exposures but elected not to do this because of the increased
workload SFAS No. 133 requires for this structure. Also,
we didn't see any real benefit of acting as a currency broker because the accounting of intercompany FX hedges
between the parent company and its subsidiaries is eliminated when preparing consolidated financial statements.

Tax considerations compel us to monitor the effects of
this decision periodically on a company by company
basis. Because the parent company wants to evaluate local
management, we require that they provide additional
accounting entries to show their gains and losses from
foreign currency exposures.
As noted above, SFAS No. 133 stipulates that derivative
instruments embedded in contracts be identified, valued,
and reported. We encourage our units to renegotiate their
contracts containing embedded derivatives whenever
possible. For example, our Thai subsidiary and our South
African affiliate renegotiated their contract to denominate it in the Thai bhat instead of the U.S. dollar, which
eliminated the embedded currency swap. In addition,
the interest -rate swap was allowed to expire, and no
further interest -rate swaps are permitted without express
approval of the treasury department. At least in part,
SFAS No. 133 considerations drove these decisions.

COSTS/BENEFITSOFRECOGNIZINGDERIVATIVES
Overall, we deployed significant resources to gather
and report in our financial statements limited information with dubious value added— although the
endeavor did produce some benefit for us. We've created a heightened scrutiny of financial risk management
at both corporate and business -unit levels. We now
have a better risk management strategy. We see we
could expand our use of derivatives to include more
types of derivatives than currency forwards, such as
options. But in addition to the excessive initial implementation costs and resources for SFAS No. 133,other
costs, such as continuously training our people overseas in this subject and monitoring and reporting all
derivatives, are ongoing. ■
Gadis J. Dillon, CPA, Ph.D., is a professor of accounting
at the School of Business Administration, Oakland
University, in Rochester, Mich. You can reach him at
(248) 370 -4289 or dillon @oakland.edu.
R. Neale McMichael, J.D., CPA, is assistant treasurer, international and capital markets, for ArvinMeritor, Inc., an
automotive supplier in Troy, Mich. You can reach him at
(248) 435 -1601 or nale.mcmichael@arvinmeritor.com.
Michael J. Sandelich, CPA, is director of financial risk
management and international treasury for ArvinMeritor,
Inc. You can reach him at (248) 435 -0867 or
michael.sandelich@arvinmmeritor.com
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LEADERSHIP
Leadership. Many have claimed it. One has achieved it.
RobertHalf is the leader in specialized financial recruiting, with offices worldwide.

Controller
Non -profit organization has an excellent opportunity for a
Controller. Position will oversee a staff of four and handle all
accounting functions, including AM A/R, reporting and projections, internal/external audits, find and cash management.
Additional responsibilities include financial analysis and budgeting
responsibilities for six locations, 10 funds and payroll for up to
200 employees. Strong accounting skills required; CPA desirable.
Full benefits package in an environment that places value on the
balance between work and family. Salary range of $50 -55K DOQ.

One billion- dollar multi- divisional organization seeks a
Controller manager with the ability to lead the financial reporting and analysis. Position will involve supervision of a team of 4
direct and 35 indirect reports charged with managing strategic
planning, cash flow and analysis, budgeting, forecasting and
reporting for multiple business units within this operating group.
Qualifications include 10+ years of experience, ideally with a mix
of Big 5 audit and large company roles, and management of a
staff of 25 or more. CPA/CMA and/or MBA a strong plus.
Salary of $100 -125K plus 35% bonus DOQ.

Financial Analyst

StaffAccountcnt

International manufacturing company is looking for a Staff
Accountant who can grow as the company continues to expand
and add locations nationwide. Position will report to the
Assistant Controller and requires a "hands -on" individual who
takes initiative and is comfortable working in a fast -paced environment. Responsibilities include assisting in month -end close,
account analysis and reconciliation, bank account reconciliation,
ad hoc reporting and analysis. Bachelor's degree in accounting,
1+ years' professional experience (preferably in the retail industry), and strong PC skills (with a particular strength in spreadsheets) required. CPA is a plus. Salary $32 -40K DOQ.

Senior Accounta4

Large oil company is seeking a Senior Accountant to oversee the
work of accounting processors. Position will interact significantll
with operations and accounting departments. Some responsibilities include allocating accounts according to policy, analyzing
and reconciling JIB accounts, and ensuring proper JIB construction and drilling cost data are in accordance with partner agreements. Successful candidate will have 3+ years' JIB experience, ai
accounting degree, Access experience, and be a strong and effective communicator. Salary to $50K.

Large data center operations company is seeking a Financial
Analyst who has the ability to work in a dynamic, fast -paced
setting. Highly visible position will be responsible for cost pool
controllership, financial analysis, planning and reporting, and
will also assist in the development of investment proposals and
perform investment acquisition analyses. Candidate must have
BA in Accounting or Finance, 2+ years of relevant experience,
advanced knowledge of spreadsheets and experience with preparing and presenting reports to upper management. MBA and /or
CPA is preferred. Salary to $70K.

Controlled

Large insurance company has an opportunity for a Controller.
Responsibilities include financial reporting/initiation /preparation,
issuance of standard practices, ability to implement process
improvement and annual budget preparation, as well as policy
and procedure development, budgeting, business planning and
maintaining the relationship with the company's independent
auditors. Candidate should have degree in Accounting or Finance
and a CPA. Salary and benefits to $IOOK based on experience.

Collections Manager

Plant Controller
Manufacturing company is seeking a Plant Controller. Position
will be responsible for forecasting and planning, financial reporting and analysis, cost accounting and analysis, providing financial
guidance and assistance to plant manager, and contract review.
Degree in Finance or Accounting required, MBA preferred. There
will be 20% travel. Excellent benefits package and salary to $73K.

will

Expanding public company is seeking an experienced Controller
Position is newly created due to growth and duties involve
preparation of monthly financial package for management and
required filings with SEC (forms 10 -K & 10 -Q), maintenance o
accounting system integrity and strong internal controls; will
oversee Assistant Controller and Division Controllers in preparing consolidated financial statements, tax compliance, and cash
management. Ideal candidate
be a Big 5 CPA with prior
controllership experience and current SEC reporting experience.
Salary to $100K.

Growing telecommunication company is seeking an experienced
Collections Manager to join their growing staff. Position will be
responsible for organizing, directing and overseeing duties and
functions of company collectors. Duties involve collaborating
with sales staff, customers, Credit Manager and the Director of
Credit and Collections as well as the IT and Accounting
Departments. Additional responsibilities include evaluation of
receivable base to determine collection assignments, preparing
monthly aging reports for collection and sales staff, holding
weekly and monthly meetings with the collection and sales staff,
and ensuring the accuracy and integrity of customer account
records, including reconciliations as necessary. Strong spreadshee
skills as well as excellent verbal & written communication skills
are required. A Bachelor's degree is a plus and some courses in
accounting, economics or business are preferred. Salary to $50K

Plant Controller

?nior Accountant

Large international manufacturing company experiencing phenomenal growth seeks a Senior Accountant to act as the right hand person to the Controller. Very visible position will handle
financial reporting for the company's 23 manufacturing facilities
in North America and preparation of consolidated reports.
Dther duties include evaluating budgeting issues, investigating
variances (analysis) and conveying findings to management, as
well as learning and taking on additional responsibility. 4 -year
degree required, CPA and manufacturing industry experience
preferred. Company is looking for a hard - working candidate
who is promotable. Salary $50 -60K DOQ.

A"omt

1w
k leading telecom manufacturing company has an opening for a
Cost Accountant. Position will review, analyze, & update standard cost, review sales & COGS, analyze gross profit vs. work
orders /sales quotes. Additional responsibilities include manufacturing accounting, verification of BOM & assisting with implementation of project costing, month -end closings &
quarterly /year -end audits. Requirements include a BS in
Finance/Accounting with 3+ years' experience in a manufacturing environment, and proven accuracy with JEs & excellent
oral/written communication skills are important. Company
offers a casual work environment, as well as a complete benefits
package, including pre -IPO stock options. Salary to $55K.

[ant Controller

A division of a U.S. multi - billion dollar manufacturer and distributor of plastic products seeks a Controller for their manufacturing and distribution center. Position reports to field controller
at corporate headquarters and responsibilities include complete
accountability for all accounting and financial functions.
Additional duties include interface and support of local manufacturing, warehouse and customer service operations and local
management. This position requires a detail - oriented, organized
individual with strong interpersonal and PC skills and 10+ years'
experience in a distribution and manufacturing environment.
Candidate needs to have knowledge and experience in Mexican
custom law, regulatory issues and Mexican and U.S. GAAP, as
tperations are located in Mexico as well as in the U.S. Company
offers excellent benefit package. Salary to $75K.

Bnior Accountant

Local high tech start -up company that is backed 100% by a
Fortune 500 parent offers excellent opportunity for an experienced
Senior Accountant. Position will afford tremendous growth for an
individual with an entrepreneurial spirit who will be involved in
the hiring of the accounting team. Responsibilities include the
general ledger and sub ledger entry and accuracy assurance as well
as running interim accounting software, Peachtree and preparing
For transition to a permanent Oracle ERP system. Bachelor's
degree in Accounting, CPA and 4+ years' public and private experience required; telecommunications industry background a plus.
Company offers excellent benefit package. Salary to $55K.

Multimillion - dollar manufacturing company seeks a Plant
Controller who will report to the Plant General Manager with a
dotted line to the Divisional Controller. Position will oversee five
accountants in the areas of AM,, A/R, in -house payroll, purchasing and human resources, with full responsibility for the monthly financial statements. Degree and 5+ years of experience
required; travel up to six times per year. Salary to $75K.

Evangelical Christian organization is seeking an experienced
Controller to oversee the financial operations of this $13 million
non - profit organization. Position will supervise a staff of two in
accounting and also oversee the IT department. Responsibilities
include financial preparation and reporting, organizational budget preparation, corporate office financial reporting, payroll,
accounts receivable, accounts payable, cash management and
forecasting, cost control, internal controls, inventory management, and collection of delinquent accounts receivable. The
organization offers a standard benefits package including a retirement plan. Salary to $55K.

Fast - growing company that is adding new stores monthly
seeks a Controller for its retail service center. Position will oversee all financial operations, initiate policies and procedures, and
implement cash controls. Individual must have extensive retail
experience with sound technical skills. This is a great growth
opportunity for an astute accountant with an audit background. Company offers a full benefit package with bonus.
Salary to $75K.

Manager of Consolidations and
; acternal I
rung

International software development company is seeking a
Manager of Consolidations and External Reporting. Position
involves overseeing external financial reporting (including
I OK/ IOQ, coordination with external auditors and monthly
consolidation of financial results. Responsibilities include apply
ing technical expertise on acquisition /divestiture accounting.
CPA certification plus background in SEC reporting/statement
consolidation for a multinational company, strong interpersonal/management skills and superior time management skills
required; MBA and Hyperion enterprise software experience preferred. Salary to $100K.

Cost Accountant
High -tech manufacturing company is seeking a Cost
Accountant. Responsibilities include cost accounting, financial
analysis and budgeting in a team environment. 3+ years' experience as a cost /manufacturing accountant required. Good benefits, professional mentoring along with tuition reimbursement
offered. Salary $45 -50K DOQ

Call now for a FREE copy of the Robert Half 2001 Salary Guide!
For more information on these and other professional opportunities, call RobertHalf at 800.474.4253
to be connected directly with your local office, or visit our website at roberthalfcom.
A Robert Half International Company
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HELP WANTED

FINANCIAL

CM A /CFM REVIEW

Project Leader wanted by Delta Air
Lines, Inc. to work in Atlanta, Georgia. Must have Master's in Business
Administration or related field plus
1 yr. exp. problem resolving using
SAP, Essbase & Pillar or as an analyst using SAP financial systems.
Respond to K. Snyder, Delta Air
Lines, Dept 982, 1030 Delta Boulevard, Atlanta, GA 30320.
No phone calls.

Buy Side Research Associate—
Requires a master's degree in Management Science or Finance & 1 year
of exp. in the job offered or 1 year of
exp. in short -side value oriented
hedge fund analysis in the telecomm.
& high technology industries, as well
as 1 year of exp. in business strategy
development in the high technology
or telecomm. industry. (Exp. may,
but need not, be concurrent.) Bachelor's Degree must be in electrical
eng., electronics eng., computer eng.
or other related eng. field. Will
accept foreign education deemed
equivalent. Engage in short -side &
long -side value oriented hedge fund
analysis in the telecomm. & high
technology industries. Conduct indepth research of telecomm. services
& high technology industries, as well
as of individual companies in those
industries for demand /supply forecasting, competitive analysis,
profitability analysis, & sensitivity
analysis. Analyze technology developments & forecast impact of same
on business performance. 40
hrs. /wk. 8:30 a.m. — 5:30 p.m. Apply
with r6sum6 to: Alliance Capital
Management L.P., Attn: Karen
Mooney, 1345 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10105.

CMA EXAM FLASHCARD
REVIEW SYSTEM. Pass Now... in a
FLASH! Over 1,000 flashcards. FREE
information kit. Call (800) 4353769. FAX (609) 724 -0679. Visit
http: / /www.tutorialgroul2. com.
Mention this ad for $20 OFF
complete set order. CFM /CPA
Flashcards also available. The
Tutorial Group, Inc., 120 Paddock
Drive, Columbus, NJ 08022.

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
Rates: $4.00 per word - 15 word minimum.
Advertising copy over 50 words is charged at
display advertising rates. Abbreviations, ZIP
codes, and phone numbers count as one word
each. All classified advertising must be prepaid. Noncommissionable.
Closing Date: Deadline for copy is 40 days
preceding month of publication.
Copy: All advertising must be submitted in
typewritten, double- spaced form. No telephone
orders accepted. Copy may be e- mailed to
Alice Schulman at aschulmanffimanet.ore.
Acceptance: Publisher reserves the right to
accept or reject advertisements for Strategic
Finance Classified.
Payments: Payment in U.S. funds must
accompany each order. Mail to Strategic
Finance, Attn: Alice Schulman, 10 Paragon
Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645. Tel. (800) 6384427.
Display Rates: Please call for more
information.
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CM A /CFM REVIEW

GLEIM /FLESHER CMA/CFM
REVIEW. The most effective way to
PASS the CMA/CFM exams. Over
5,000 questions. Software emulates
Prometric computerized format. Per
part: books $24.95, software $44.95,
cassettes $64.95. Earn CPE while you
study. (800) 87- GLEIM.
www.gleim.com.
MICROMASH CMA /CFM REVIEW

Powerful computer -based CMA/
CFM Review builds study sessions
based on user's individual strengths
and weaknesses. Available by Part.
Software works efficiently in tandem
with included textbooks. Comes
with Pass Guarantee.
800 - 272 -PASS
www.micromash.net

HE L P W AN T E D

FINANCIALjobs.com — ON THE
INTERNET. NOTABLE JOB OPPORTUNITIES! httl2: / /www.

Page No

RS No

9

1

26

29

www.aocnet.com

1

5

Armstrong Laing Group

www.metify.com

C4

32

BNA Software

www.bnasoftware.com

2

9

CapitalStream

www.capitaistream.com

Creditek LLC

www.creditek.com

to meet the skill sets

EPS Software

www.epssoftware.com

20

18

needed by corporate

FMN

www.FMNOnline.com /IMA

C3

41

IMA Annual Conference

www.imanet.org

27

IMA Profile Survey

www.imanet.org/profile

16

Lambers

www.lamberscpa.com

64

MicroMash

www.MicroMash.net

21

MicroMash

www.MicroMash.net

66

Oracle

www.oracle.com

C2

Pendock Mallorn Ltd.

www.pendock.com

10

Robert Half Marketplace

www.roberthalf.com

FINANCIALjobs.com. Mic hael
Muller, Sc ott Marlow Agenc y.

CMA/CFM
CMA and CFM are

Advertiser

Web Address

Accountemps

www.accountemps.com

Association of Professionals in
Business Management, Inc.

www.cbmexam.com

AOC

the only certifications

14 -15

27

5

it

specifically designed

accounting and financial
professionals —now and
into the future.
For more information,
visit www.imanet.org
or call

22

800-638-4427.
C
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Easy to Use!

° SIDCk Merkeb feekf

1.Chooseoneofthecurrentmonth's

•Campanref aor,aa
• Force IrnenoA to

programs or select by "field of study."

2. Takeamultimediaonlinecourse.
3. Completethequiz.
4. Printout your ownCPEcertificate.
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FMN Online for IMA Members
!

• 12-monthFMNSubscriptionforonly$95*

Save

• Latesttrendsdiscussedbyindustryexperts

$150

•48newsegments everyyear(4hrspermonth)

*A $245.00value,
offer expires 12/31/01

• 72archiveprograms
• CPEcredit,credittrackingandmore

Sign up today at www.FMNOnline.com /IMA or

,/ Check the optiononyourduesstatement
MonthlyVideotapealsoAvailableforGroupStudy
Call1-800-621-0043ext.4
LogOn,KeepCurrentandEarnCPE!
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FMNOnlineisaproductofSmartPros,aleaderincontinuingeducationforprofessionals. For
more information about SmortPros products and services visit www.srTartpros.com
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GROUP

Call 1-800-883-4111 or visit www.metifycom today for more inform

